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School districts receive funding from different sources: state funds under the Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF), other state funds, local funds, and federal funds. LCFF funds include a base level of
funding for all LEAs and extra funding - called "supplemental and concentration" grants - to LEAs based
on the enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learners, and low-income students).

Budget Overview for the 2021-22 School Year

This chart shows the total general purpose revenue Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District expects
to receive in the coming year from all sources.
The total revenue projected for Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District is $51,684,253, of which
$39054337 is Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF), $4171368 is other state funds, $2809860 is local

funds, and $5648688 is federal funds. Of the $39054337 in LCFF Funds, $4014024 is generated based
on the enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learner, and low-income students).

LCFF Budget Overview for Parents
The LCFF gives school districts more flexibility in deciding how to use state funds. In exchange, school
districts must work with parents, educators, students, and the community to develop a Local Control and
Accountability Plan (LCAP) that shows how they will use these funds to serve students.

This chart provides a quick summary of how much Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District plans to
spend for 2021-22. It shows how much of the total is tied to planned actions and services in the LCAP.
Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District plans to spend $53718447 for the 2021-22 school year. Of
that amount, $4330038 is tied to actions/services in the LCAP and $49,388,409 is not included in the
LCAP. The budgeted expenditures that are not included in the LCAP will be used for the following:

Classroom instruction and support, as reflected in the salaries and benefits for teachers,
counselors,
psychologists, administrators, and a wide variety of classified support staff, accounting for roughly 83
percent of the district’s total budget.
 The remainder is attributed to supplies and curricular materials, contracted services, and capital
outlay.
Examples would include classroom supplies, software subscriptions, technology (devices and
infrastructure), buses, fuel, maintenance and operations, outside special education tuition, utilities,
insurance, legal fees, etc.


Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in the LCAP for the 2021-22
School Year
In 2021-22, Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District is projecting it will receive $4014024 based on
the enrollment of foster youth, English learner, and low-income students. Valley Center-Pauma Unified
School District must describe how it intends to increase or improve services for high needs students in the
LCAP. Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District plans to spend $3227862 towards meeting this
requirement, as described in the LCAP.

Professional development
TOSA's in the areas of English Language Development, Early Literacy, Title I Site TOSA's
Enhanced Summer School (non-ESY) with bus transportation
Additional curriculum, materials, and licenses (e.g., Agile Mind, Edgenuity, AR/STAR, Lexia,
MyOn with
STAR/AR, IXL, InSync with Eureka)
 Technology (devices, improved internet access, etc.)
 Additional counseling support and social workers
 Reading Intervention Materials, Research Based Orton-Gillingham, Sonday, TK-12 and training
for all Special Education Teachers
 Addition to staff, Bilingual Aides for each school
 Additional hours for Special Education aides
 After school tutoring
 Additional TOSA to support Title VI and Migrant students and families





LCFF Budget Overview for Parents
Update on Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2020-21

This chart compares what Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District budgeted last year in the Learning
Continuity Plan for actions and services that contribute to increasing or improving services for high needs
students with what Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District estimates it has spent on actions and
services that contribute to increasing or improving services for high needs students in the current year.
In 2020-21, Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District's Learning Continuity Plan budgeted
$3,607,710.00 for planned actions to increase or improve services for high needs students. Valley CenterPauma Unified School District actually spent $3,011,997.00 for actions to increase or improve services for
high needs students in 2020-21.
Actions and services were carried out despite the difference. Savings were realized as the schools
remained in distance learning for a majority of the school year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Students
remained in distance learning longer than anticipated due to the pandemic, and the Learning Continuity
Plan was implemented. Keeping students engaged was a top priority. Efforts were implemented to
address absenteeism. During COVID, site staff were contacting students who were not showing up to
school 60 percent of the days and worked to resolve their issues. Some were solve with hotspots and
technology access. Counselors and other staff provided support, home visits, and adaptations to
engaging in learning.

Local Control Accountability Plan
The instructions for completing the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) follow the template.
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name

Contact Name and Title

Email and Phone

Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District

Ron McCowan
Superintendent

mccowan.ro@vcpusd.org
760-749-0464

Plan Summary [2021-22]
General Information
A description of the LEA, its schools, and its students.
Valley Center-Pauma Unified (VCPUSD) is a TK-12 school district with 3865 students located in the rural agricultural area of Northern San
Diego County, with a backdrop of the Palomar Mountains. The district has a 300 square mile boundary and serves a beautifully diverse group
of students with the ethnic make-up of 59.5% Latino/Hispanic, 24.3% White, 8.8% Native American, 4.6% Two or more races, and less than
1% in each of the following groups, African American, Asian, Filipino and Pacific Islander, accounting for the remaining 2.8%. Our Native
American Indian students are from five Native American Indian Reservations, San Pasqual, Rincon, La Jolla, Pauma, and Pala. Of our 3865
students, fifty-three percent (53%) participate in the Free and Reduced Lunch program, 0.3% are Foster students and 3.3% are Homeless.
In addition, wiithin the overall student population, approximately 25% of the population (980) are English Learners and 58.4%,
socioeconomically disadvantaged.
VCPUSD is comprised of 8 schools: Valley Center High School (comprehensive high school), Oak Glen Continuation High School, Valley
Center Middle School, Valley Center Elementary School (Grades 3-5), Lilac School (TK-5), Pauma School (TK-8), Valley Center Primary

School (TK-2), and Valley Center Prep School (Independent Study). In addition, VCPUSD will be adding a virtual component to one of its
current school sites. In grades K-8, VCPUSD offers a 50/50 Dual Language Spanish Program, with all students entering at the elementary
level. Valley Center High School offers our students a rigorous a-g pathway AND Career and Technical Education (CTE) Pathways for
students to engage in while at the high school. Our pathways include a-g courses so students who elect to engage in the following CTE
sectors that we offer can also complete their a-g coursework. Both pathways, individual or together, prepare our students to be College and
Career Ready. The high school offers pathways and or certification in the following industries: Agriculture and Natural Resources, Arts,
Media & Entertainment, Health, Science & Medical Technology, Hospitality, Tourism & Recreation, and Transportation, and Building &
Construction.
In serving the students in all our schools, the Valley Center-Pauma School District, is driven by the mission: As a learning community
dedicated to personal growth and academic excellence, the Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District, in partnership with students,
parents, and the community, will bring forth individuals who attain academic achievement, a passion for lifelong learning and respect for
themselves and others. The Board's overarching Goal is "To Support a Broad-Based Program that Promotes Academic and Social/Emotional
Success for All Students". In order to achieve this mission and goals, the Board has identified the following Objectives: Increase Student
Achievement, Focus on College and Career Readiness, Implement a Technology Rich Learning Environment, Ensure Fiscal
Integrity/Conserve Resources, Maintain Effective Communication, and Promote Cultural Understanding of Our Diverse Community.

Reflections: Successes
A description of successes and/or progress based on a review of the California School Dashboard (Dashboard) and local data.
Valley Center-Pauma Unified staff is a team that steps up to the plate for the kids. Pandemic or not, the staff has a can do attitude to support
students in their achievement and meeting their needs and partners with families to strengthen the bond of support for their student/s.
Whether in distance learning, hybrid learning, or independent study, the staff in all areas, teaching and site staff, maintenance, bussing, CNS,
etc., adjusted their work to meet the health and safety expectations. The manta in the district, "VCStrong" is evident!
Valley Center-Pauma Unified, before distance learning during the pandemic, is a district with a 1:1 device to student in grades 3-12. Grades
TK-2 have always had access at the school and through distance learning, each one received a device for learning, preparing all learners for
their future. This 1:1 access allowed VCPUSD an easier transition into distance learning with online core Language Arts and Mathematics,
TK-8, adopted curriculum, curriculum assessments, and applications already in place for students to access for learning. Many upper grade
elementary teachers with middle and high school teachers already using Google Classroom and Powerschool to post content and
assignments. Throughout distance learning, teachers were constantly learning from and collaborating from one another on how to deliver
engaging and targeted content to students, including deliverables from students that allowed student to express their strengths. For example,
some students created videos as evidence of their connection to the class content, created their own Google Slide presentations and
delivered them online to classmates, or recorded themselves to share with peers.
The concepts, content, skills, and confidence that distance learning will enable many students to jump start the 2021-2022 school year. For
families and students who elected a non-hybrid program, they were scheduled into a complete virtual learning classroom and/or an
independent study program. While tailoring to a family request, each of these learning formats varied in how achievement and engagement
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data was collected. While this is a local, classroom or grade level based strength, it did not provide across the district data with the exception
of a couple of areas which will be reflected here.
VCPUSD uses technology as a resource and learning tool to ensure students are 21st Century Learners. All schools have transitioned to the
Common Core State Standards and Smarter Balance Assessments as teachers and administrators work together to provide quality
instructional strategies for all students. Our district is known as a leader with educational technology, award winning Dual Immersion
(English-Spanish) program, outstanding music programs, competitive athletic programs, high graduation rate and Partnership for Success
program with CSUSM and Palomar Promise. Our community supports and appreciates the educational program which includes academic
and career technical programs, including an outstanding Agriculture program, award winning Health Careers Pathway, and Media
Technology Pathway. The district also offers alternative education options including online courses and individualized learning opportunities.
VCPUSD is proud of the graduation rates of 92.7% for 2020 district-wide and for all student subgroups. The graduation rate cohort increases
from 2019 rates to 2020 rates are as follows: Native American, 81.3% to 90%, Hispanic, 88.5% to 90.5%, White 89.6% to 95.5%, SWD
76.7% to 88.2%, English Learner, 74.5% to 84.1% and socioeconomically disadvantaged, 84.3% to 91.6%. Each of the student subgroup
graduation rates are above the state's graduation rates by student subgroup. The consistent improved and high ranking graduation rate is
one of the highest state-wide for under represented subgroups. College and career readiness will continue to be a focus district-wide with
multiple activities in accordance to grade levels that will encourage and promote post secondary goals.
Additionally, features of this year's LCAP goals include successes within each goal and the partnering data:
Goal 1: Every student is actively engaged in learning, feels safe at school, and demonstrates good citizenship.
In our 2021 Parent Survey, the data describes the percentage of parents who Strongly Agreed/Agreed with the following statements:
The school treats all students with respect.(90%)
The school connects with my student.(94%)
The school has clean and well-maintained facilities and grounds.(83%)
The school is welcoming and inclusive.(90%)
The student survey indicates 82% of grades 5-8 believe their school is a good school along with 85% of high school students.
Some of the ways to measure engagement in learning and feeling safe at school is to review Suspension Data and Chronic Absenteeism.
Suspension has been data that we have been addressing and monitoring, integrating our learning from other colleagues and district wide
training on restorative practices. While still a work in progress, we have reduced our district wide suspension rate from 5.7% in 2018-19 to
3.6% in 2019-2020. Within this reduction, the following student groups' suspension rate reduced as follows:
Native American, 12.6% to 8.6%
Hispanic, 5.5% to 3.4%
White, 3.9% to 1.9%
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SWD, 7.8% to 6.5%
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged, 6.2% to 4.5%

Goal 2: Every student receives high quality instruction leading to academic achievement and physical fitness, successfully preparing them for
college and career readiness.
In the area of academic achievement and college and career readiness, our parents note that we are doing a very good job. There is still
room to grow but this data indicates their support for what is currently built into the system for their student:
The school provides a quality education that focuses on the academic success of my child. (88%)
The school offers support to promote learning at high levels. (85%)
The school promotes academic success for all students. (79%)
The school has teachers that go out of their way to help students. (91%)
The school focuses on improving student attendance. (78%)
The school is preparing my student to be college and career ready. (85%)
One the student side, eighty one percent of students grades 5-8 and eighty nine percent of high schoolers note that they have a teacher or
other adult at the school who cares for them and encourages them to work hard to be a lifelong learner.

Goal 3: Parents, guardians and students are informed with timely district, school and classroom.
Communication with parents is pivotal to partnering for their student's success. Our parent survey indicates that we are doing a good job in
engaging our parents, and it is an area of identified need also: The schools seeks parent input. (71%), The school keeps me well informed
about school activities. (81%), I feel valued at the school. (71%)
Our School Site Councils at the schools have maintained an active role in our district's goals to support the academic achievement, health,
and safety for each one of our students.

Reflections: Identified Need
A description of any areas that need significant improvement based on a review of Dashboard and local data, including any areas of low
performance and significant performance gaps among student groups on Dashboard indicators, and any steps taken to address those areas.
Throughout COVID, we saw our data for achievement dip as measured through local sources and chronic absenteeism rise. While this data
will not be negated, other data will be used to describe the progress VCPUSD needs to make, identifying student groups that need systems
and structures to deepen support for their success.
Goal 1: Every student is actively engaged in learning, feels safe at school and demonstrates good citizenship.
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For our students to be actively engaged in learning, they must come to school, making connections with peers and adults, and accessing
immediate support for their success. Chronic absenteeism has been a data point that we have been chasing to reduce for the past two years.
COVID exacerbated this data, but nonetheless, we were taking actions to reduce the absence rate. Administrators have been reviewing
absence reports monthly, working with their sites to contact parents and students, assessing why they were not coming to school.
During COVID, site staff were contacting students who were not showing up to school, 60% of the days and worked to resolve their issues.
Some were solved with hotspots and technology access and others were not solved because of technology access throughout the district.
That is just one example, and a small one. There were others that needed support from counselors and other staff, home visits, and
adaptations to engaging in learning.
Before going into COVID, three of our school site administrators and our IT Director engaged in a project to decrease chronic absenteeism
with the San Diego County Office of Education. VCPUSD is also designated as a Differentiated 2 District with three schools in ATSI
(Additional Targeted Support and Improvement and our Continuation School with the CSI (Comprehensive Support and Improvement)
school. A VCPUSD team of 9, have been partnering and meeting regularly with a team from the San Diego County Office of Education with a
focus on Attendance and building trust with our Native American community. The learning and practices learned from these sessions is
ongoing and will be integrated into our attendance systems. We have also started to partner with parents of Native American families to
understand, deeper, the concerns with absenteeism and to help us brainstorm how we might be able to address and potentially overcome
systemic barriers. Overall, 2019 data reports 15.7% of the total student body is chronically absent. A review of the meter charts indicates the
following: Orange: English Learners, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged, & White and Red: American Indian & Students with Disabilities. As a
district, we will continue to gather our own district data to monitor chronic absenteeism locally and intervene in a timely manner, based on the
input from collaborative work that is in place with our stakeholders.
Suspensions/Expulsions were noted in the "successes" section due to a decrease in the numbers that occurred over a two year period.
However, there is still more work to do to decrease the number by student group and overall. Our efforts to train our staff in restorative
practices for the classroom, school wide and district wide will be a focused effort for the next couple of years. The school sites have already
moved towards more restorative practices with discipline, only suspending and expelling based on Education Code 48900. Other infractions
are addressed with local processes with the focus of “learning from a behavior” and understanding the implications of such a choice, on the
student's part.
When students were asked about feeling safe on campus, 76% of the students in grades 5-8 indicated Strongly Agree/Agree and 20%
indicated a neutral response. At the high school, 85% of the students indicated feeling safe on campus. As a district and school sites, it will
be important to identify what it will take to support 100% of our students feeling safe on campus. While it is a vague question, it is important
to assess, allowing each student to respond by using their own definition of "safe". Eighty five percent of the students are clear that bullying is
not allowed at school and 89% of our fifth-eighth grade students and 80% of our high school students note that there is a teacher or other
adult who cares about me. Our goal is to move all these numbers to 90%, working on strengthening the engagement in learning and safety.
In doing so, we will talk with students in focus groups to gather their ideas and concerns so that we can address this at each school site.
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On the parent survey, 80% of parents indicated that the school treats all students with respect, connects with my student, has clean and wellmaintained facilities and grounds, and is welcoming and inclusive. Like the student survey, we would like this to shift to 90% or above.
Principals will be using this data and putting together site initiatives to gather information from parents to meet our goal.
A key action we are moving on to support all the goals in this area is hiring full time counselors at each school site and increasing counselor
access at our middle school and continuation school by 0.5 FTE (ELO Grant). The counselors will be critical, not only with this goal, but in
meeting the metrics in our other goals. Counselors, and the potential addition of social workers, play a critical role in chronic absenteeism,
connecting with our students and parents to assess the reasons for not attending school. If needed, resources are provided to the
student/family in efforts to re-engage not only the student but also the family. They can also play a key role in some discipline issues that are
ongoing and there may be a need for personal counseling. A Title VI TOSA (ELO Grant) half time TOSA will also be included on our team to
increase student engagement by attending school. The TOSA will also be able to directly work with our Native American families and
students and the school staff to bridge any misunderstandings and identify supports for success.
We realize that our students and their families may be suffering from trauma, if not by COVID-19 but other circumstances in their lives. It is
important that we as a staff recognize this immediately and provide support for our students. In support of our students and staff, we will be
providing workshops and sessions for all staff on trauma informed practices that will be integrated throughout the district. Finding or providing
immediate support is important for the mental safety of our students and staff.

Goal 2: Every student receives high quality instruction leading to academic achievement and physical fitness, successfully preparing them
for college and career readiness.
As we move forward from distance learning, as a result of the pandemic, it is important to revisit and strengthen practices that provided
success in the past. The needs described below can only be addressed through strong Professional Learning Communities, ongoing
monitoring of and response to data, and support for both teachers and students throughout the learning process. In addressing these needs,
staff development in PLC’s and meaningful formative/summative assessments will be integrated into a yearlong of learning and
implementation of assessments. Support for this district wide work will also be with the addition of an Intervention TOSA at the elementary,
middle school, and high school levels and a designated ELD district wide TOSA.
Mathematics continues to be of the greatest overall need for improvement with the district level growing by 1.2% more of our students
scoring at meets or exceeds standards as measured by the CAASPP. In reviewing past CAASPP data, the percentage of students over the
last three years of test administration, students in grades 3-7 meeting proficient or above increased anywhere from 3-6%, depending on
grade level. Looking at this same trend at grades 8 and 11, it shows a decrease in the percentage of students meeting grade level or above.
As a district, the 2019 dashboard indicates we were in the orange rating, 73.4 points below standard. Also noted in the orange rating were
the following student groups: Hispanic, Homeless, Students with Disabilities, 2 or more races, and white. American Indian, English Learners,
and Socioeconomically Disadvantaged students were rated in the red for limited growth.
In reviewing our local metrics, our curricular data for grades one through five indicate that as of late April, our students were almost to grade
level in the five domains in mathematics. The domains that need emphasis include Numbers and Operations, Base 10, Numbers and
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Operations, Fractions, and Measurement & Data. This data identifies focus areas for staff development moving forward. At the secondary
grading periods, trimester 2 for middle school students, showed 61.7% earned an A, B, or C in their math class and 66.7% of high school
students did so at the semester 1 grading period. These grade markers provided us time to identify gaps in the student's knowledge and
understanding of math standards and to intervene before the final end of year grading period. As we know about the learning gaps, we are
better able to address it in the upcoming year and will increase the number of students earning an A, B, or C. A need that we have moving
forward will be to build systemic formative assessments, mentioned earlier, to adjust throughout the year and common summative
assessments that provide us data to review our overall mathematics program. If there are gaps in our instructional and/or curricular program,
we will work to identify resources and or staff development to strengthen our practice.
Although our English Language Arts overall district score reduced by 1.05% of students at the meets or exceeds standards as measured by
the CAASPP, in general, over time, the district has typically shown growth in ELA since the last LCAP, specifically at grades 3-7, with up to
9% of students moving into meets or exceeds standards. At grade 8 there was a decrease of 4% students at the 3 or 4 level and an increase
of 1% at grade 11. As a district, the 2019 dashboard indicates we were in the orange rating, 27.7 points below standard. Student groups to
note in the orange rating are Hispanic, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and Students with Disabilities. Additional student groups
maintained or demonstrated minimal growth: Native Americans at red, English Learners, Homeless, and two or more races at yellow, and
white at green.
In reviewing local metrics, our curricular data for grades one through five indicate that as of late April, at grades 2, 4, and 6, average test
scores show that the following English Language Arts domains need attention: Reading of Informational Text, Reading Literature, and
Writing. The average test scores in these areas were below 60% which may align with being close to or at standards (as defined by the
publisher). Based on our STAR data, the IRL (Independent Reading Level) of our students dropped in all three grade levels, 3-5. At this
point, grades 4 and 5 are a half a year behind in their IRL. At the secondary grading periods, 58.5% of students grades 6-8 earned an A, B,
or C in their English class at Trimester 2, and 70.5% of high school students at the Semester 1 grading period. The analysis and need for
English Language Arts is the same as described for mathematics.
This year, we integrated Lexia into our elementary schools. Students were targeted based on their reading level and students worked with
intervention coaches and their homeroom teachers. While not consistently engaged all year, in April we had about 500 students in the
program. Our percentage of students working in grade level material increased 11% over the duration of the year. As Lexia states, there is a
direct correlation to reading improvement and time spent on the program. In the 2021-2022 school year, we are moving to schoolwide Lexia
for all elementary schools, training staff and parents on how to integrate and support their child/ren. Ultimately, adopting a goal that every 3rd
grader reading at grade level would move our students towards the CCI goal we have for high school.
At the high school level, graduation rate is the indicator that ensures our students are ready to transition to their choice beyond high school
as described in the previous section of the LCAP. An additional measure for us is the CCI (College and Career Readiness Indicator). Upon
review of our data, 55.4% Prepared or approaching prepared, with the following student groups completing as follows: American Indian
(34.4%), Hispanic (50%), White (69.3%), EL (18%), Socioeconomically Disadvantaged (48%), SWD (38.5%) and Homeless (33%). There
was an increase of 13.7% of English Learners meeting CCI criteria at the last review. As one of the internal measures of the CCI, we track ag data closely. In 2019, 54.1% of our students completed the a-g requirements and dipped significantly in 2020 to 36.7%. The 2020 data was
not reported to the state in time and therefore is an internal calculation.
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In support of increasing the CCI metric in our district, we will discuss the importance of engaging in the rigorous work at middle school that
will prepare them for their success as they matriculate to high school and prepare for college and/or career upon graduation. However, we
know this vision for each student begins at TK-K level. It will be imperative that our elementary schools are preparing our students for the
rigors of TK-12 matriculation. At eighth grade, every student will have a four year high school academic plan to help them navigate
preparation beyond high school. Of course the plan, as long as applicable to a student's trajectory, can change but the default for all students
is to complete the a-g requirements.
Twenty-five percent of our students are designated as English Learners. Our English Learners have been included in all the above metrics
above. Additional metrics that we will monitor is the English Learner Progress Indicator and reclassification rate. In 2019, on the English
Learner Progress Indicator, 43.6% of the students are making progress towards English Proficiency (advancing 1 or more ELPI levels or
maintaining ELP level of 4 on the Summative Assessment). On reclassification, 7.6% of our English Learners were reclassified in 2019-2020
and declined to 3.7% in 2020-2021. Based on this data, providing the trajectory for our English Learners to be College and Career Ready
will require additional resources and a deeper understanding of our instructional practices. A district designated ELD TOSA will be put into
motion for the 2021-2022 school year who will focus on staff development, curriculum review, and supporting teachers with strategies for
high level access and learning. The three year goal is to ensure EL students receive designated ELD at the TK-8 level in core content areas,
including the high school focused classes, and integrated ELD in all subject areas, TK-12.
Goal 3: Parents, guardians and students are informed with timely district, school and classroom information and opportunities to provide input
for decision-making.
Site based ELAC parent committees need to be recruited for and developed. This committee has historically been difficult to fill. Currently,
there are two schools that have an ELAC committee and we would like to expand this number to 7, one at each school. While serving 56%
Hispanic and 25% English Learners, the voice from ELAC parents is important.
About 9% of our student population is Native American and through Title VI meetings, parents have a voice on Native American concerns
and issues. Currently, our Title VI attendance does not meet the parent representation as described in the by-laws. As with the ELAC parent
committee, we will need to recruit to have representation.
In a 2021 (COVID) survey of parents, as indicated above, the following data was collected: The schools seeks parent input. (71%), The
school keeps me well informed about school activities. (81%), I feel valued at the school. (71%) This feedback speaks to our need to improve
our communication both one way to announce events and two-way, to bring in the voices of our parents not only to site based work but also
with district initiatives. Throughout distance learning, parents were afforded a voice into LCAP, ELO Grant, school choice, and input on what
was working well/needed improvement.
Hoping to improve our connectivity with parents, we will offer parent workshops/information evenings (in both Spanish and English)
throughout the year on literacy, technology, attendance, college and career readiness, and on topics parents would find helpful to navigate
the district and make decisions for their child/ren.
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Student voice is the most important voice for us. In a recent survey, the following data was collected: 62% (Strongly Agree/Agree) of the
students grades 5-8 felt like their voice matters to adults at school with 28% responding neutral. Fifty-five percent of the high school students
responded ‘yes’ to their voice mattering to adults at school. When asked if they felt part of the school, 67% of the students in grades 5-8
responded Strongly Agree/Agree with 28% responding neutral. Sixty nine percent of the high school students responded ‘yes’ to feeling like
they are a part of the school. In the upcoming years, we will continue to bring in school voice to guide our school goals and take actions to
create a safe, engaging, and rigorous learning place for students.
Given the various forms of communication available, it is beneficial for the district to utilize as many communication platforms as possible for
both one way and two way communication. Engaging parents as partners is a value that we embrace.

LCAP Highlights
A brief overview of the LCAP, including any key features that should be emphasized.
First and foremost, the COVID pandemic and distance/hybrid learning need to be recognized as the umbrella that this LCAP is written under.
There are many strong aspects of the distance and hybrid learning environments that will continue moving forward in the shift to in person
learning, which is a plus for accelerating learning for students. However, accelerating learning cannot occur unless our students’ socioemotional and potential mental health needs are addressed. All stakeholder groups surveyed emphasized the need to increase counseling
throughout the district, along with staff development in trauma informed strategies and social emotional learning to support students in
classrooms.
Chronic absenteeism is a factor that may be affecting the academic progress students are making. We continue to put this at the forefront of
our work while working collaboratively with the San Diego County Office of Education, as a Differentiated Assistance district, to reduce the
absenteeism rate with our Native American students. This work has grown to include parent input from our Title VI community, working
together on deeper understanding of the Native American culture and developing strategies to engage students in their learning.
Local data, and 2019 CAASPP data, indicates students will enter the school year behind grade level in both ELA and Mathematics. Given
that framework, our district will be developing and creating capacity in our teachers and instructional assistants; those that have direct
contact with student learning. Expert support that will be working district wide are Intervention TOSAs at the middle and high school and a
district wide Early Literacy TOSA for grades 1 & 2 in support of accelerating learning so students will be ready for grade level reading, grade
3. Already in place are Instructional Coaches, Title I, at each elementary school who will focus on mathematics staff development throughout
the year.
Academic progress is also important for students to access and succeed not only for college but also for success in Career Technical
Education (CTE). VCPUSD will continue to maintain, grow, and offer additional college, career, and workforce preparation opportunities to
students through CTE programs. CTE programs are being supported by online offerings facilitated by CTE teachers that meet standards and
provide students access to industry skills and workplace related learning through programs that provide virtual industry aligned experiences
and skills. CTE programs will address student progress for all student groups towards career and workforce preparation through a standards
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based assessment in all CTE courses, offering additional preparation for students who are completing a capstone experience towards an
industry aligned certification.
In support of our English Learner population, a designated ELD TOSA will focus efforts on the integration of ELD strategies in all classrooms.
This will entail coaching and providing staff development on the strategies necessary for our EL students to access the curriculum so each
can excel through their matriculation in VCPUSD. Additional supports for the students in the classroom will be EL instructional assistants,
one at each school. VCPUSD is partnered this year in a multiyear grant with the San Diego County Office of Education to fully integrate the
tenets of CA EL Roadmap.
Overall, ensuring staff time to learn and reflect on the implementation of research based strategies and data collecting will be important for
intervening in a student’s learning cycle. Coupled with the PLC process, students will move towards grade level, or above, standards.
Continuing to partner with parents and providing a venue for student voice will strengthen the school’s culture of academic progress. The
insights provided by our learning community will aid the schools and district to adapt current practices and protocols that may not meet the
needs of the students we are currently serving.

Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools eligible for comprehensive support and improvement must respond to the following prompts.
Schools Identified
A list of the schools in the LEA that are eligible for comprehensive support and improvement.
Oak Glen High School
Support for Identified Schools
A description of how the LEA has or will support its eligible schools in developing comprehensive support and improvement plans.
Oak Glen provides educational opportunities for students through a flexible and personal environment, which allows all students to grow
educationally and socially, acquiring the necessary skills to become responsible contributors in society. It is the only continuation high school
in Valley Center Pauma Unified School District that affords students the choice to attend an alternative setting or is recommended to a
student/family as a temporary or diploma completion learning environment as an alternative to get back on track for graduation. At Oak Glen,
we serve 72 students: 69.44% Hispanic, 18.06% Native American, 1.39% Asian, 2.78% African American, and 5.56% White. Within the
student population, 77.6% are from low socio-economic households and 23.9% are English Learners. As a school rich in diversity, we
celebrate the cultures as a strength in our learning community. As a district, we have been working with all schools, especially Oak Glen to
analyze their dashboard data and digging deeper into the root causes for identification as a CSI school. The school is staffed with four
teachers, a principal (who also oversees our Alternative Programs), and three classified staff. Counseling is provided through a partnership
with Palomar Counseling Services.
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Oak Glen has been part of the district leadership team that dissects data, moves into an inquiry cycle, and puts plans in for improvement.
The LEA is instrumental in providing specific feedback on the data and generating action plans that are targeted for each student. With an
overall enrollment of 65 students, it is more manageable to target a plan, yet it is still a challenge as the students' achievement gap needs
accelerated closure. The additional challenge is that ending a year of COVID in distance learning and upon return to hybrid, very few
students are attending. This challenge left us with minimal overall achievement data from students.
Parent feedback indicates a need to continue to provide timely feedback (78% say OG does a good job), ensuring all students can learn at
71%, with 78% agreeing that students have access to resources to support learning and engaging parents in the learning process. Overall,
85% of the parents believed that OG has a welcoming atmosphere for learning. Parent feedback was used to open up conversations at the
school site as a plan was put in place. In addition, the plan was reviewed and adapted by the site's School Site Council during their SPSA
meeting. One aspect of the plan that has not been resourced for the school is access to a counselor that sits at the site. Oak Glen accesses
the high school counselors (next door) and Palomar Counselors (contract) and the Principal to meet the immediate needs of students. A half
time counselor will be in place for the 2021-2022 school year to support the academic, behavioral, and socio-emotional needs of the
students, a resource inequity. In addition, the additional intervention classes and programs will provide resources beyond what other schools
are currently provided.. In addition, to provide more equitable access to CTE courses, an online program with an internship built in is in
development by one of the teachers at the school site. Currently, students at Oak Glen can access Agriculture and Floral Design at the
comprehensive high school. In commentary, parents noted on surveys that smaller classes created connections with students in an
environment that is loving and caring. The students overwhelmingly noted this in their open comments also, adding that the environment is
motivating for them. In addition, both parents and students listed pacing, flexibility, and communication as added benefits at Oak Glen.
Data collected from students was the impetus for the actions in the plan below. Overall, students love the school and if there were areas to
strengthen, it would be to include tutoring and to continue to engage with each student. One of the questions asked of students focused on
specific subject areas: ELA, Math, and History Social Science. Did teachers use innovative methods to engage the student to understand the
concepts and content? In each area, ELA, 71% , Math 87%, and in HSS 77%, agreed that teachers provided a learning environment that
allowed them to excel. Strategies used include providing many examples, patience, explaining multiple times, individual help, providing
additional resources and believing in the student. OG will continue with these practices, adding tutors and increasing one to one support to
engage each student. While the students were agreeable to the learning environment and the support each received, the data shows that we
need to go deeper and put in academic structures so that students are minimally meeting grade level standards in preparation for the next
course and graduation. This data informed the plan below.
The CSI plan includes the following academic and social emotional supports for the students in the 2021-2022 school year:
One teacher is built into the plan to provide the data analysis of both formative and summative academic data and surveys that the site will
send out periodically to students and parents about their experiences. The feedback from the surveys and academic data will be used to
adapt their cycle of inquiry and improvement. The LEA will work closely with this teacher to provide resources, coaching dialogue, and
planning of next steps for the school site. This will be done in quarter cycles so that data can be acted upon and plans adapted in a timely
manner. (The school is on a trimester system so there will be checkpoints within the trimester.) In addition, the LEA will send the teacher to
conferences/provide time with Illuminate, to organize data, and CAASPP for a deeper understanding of the expectations of our students
aligned to standards. This work will be rolled out to begin the shift towards grade level, since scores show points below standard. Staff
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development opportunities will be provided for this teacher, and to the school site as targeted and appropriate. The data gathered from Lexia,
an intervention program, showed that students that were engaged with the program showed an overall average growth of two years in their
reading levels.
In support of ELD, a teacher, with an added intervention period, will be working specifically with ELD students in a designated class period to
provide the structures of rigor needed for the students to be successful in all academic areas. The district Teacher on Special Assignment will
work closely with this teacher to integrate strategies and conceptual building that is needed. The district has purchased the high school
curriculum that was piloted last year at the comprehensive high school, Edge, evidence based curriculum. In addition to this smaller cohort,
this team will work with the other teachers to integrate ELD strategies into their classrooms, integrated ELD, to provide the scaffolds and
strategies for all students to access for their learning. A second action put into action is to explore culturally relevant literature, as a key
research based strategy, to use in classrooms with the students. Connecting students to authors and common stories/experiences is critical
for their ongoing engagement and connection to school.
The district is spending focused time on mathematics due to its dependence on strong vertical articulation and attention to standards. This
time will include the math teacher at Oak Glen as part of the vertical articulation but also have her working with the high school mathematics
department so that our expectations for students are consistent across the district. The math teacher will also be funded as a 6/5 teacher
who will be working with a specific cohort of students on a targeted intervention math program, Do the Math Now. This program is a research
based intervention curriculum, researched by the site's math teacher and principal is designed to rebuild critical mathematical foundations. It
will prepare struggling mathematics students for Algebra and higher level math courses. As the LEA, we will work with the administrator and
teacher on monitoring the data from this program and make adjustments immediately for conceptual development. In addition, the site uses
Agile Mind, a research based curriculum, for students that need to attain Algebra proficiency. Along with the introduction of Do the Math Now,
with Agile Mind, the goal is to see growth in math portfolios, state testing, and in STAR data, a Renaissance Program that is used to monitor
baseline and growth along the year.
At OGHS/VCPrep, regular and systematic classroom observations take place in the form of both formal and informal observations.
Observations can take place in the classroom or other designated learning environments. The intention of these observations include, but are
not limited to allowing feedback to a teacher from an experienced, knowledgeable observer and to provide context-specific open discussion
to improve and support high- level instruction. In support of this work, the district will work with site administrator and teachers on actionable
steps to build into their pedagogy to improve engagement with students.
One of the components that needs strengthening, in a systematic manner, is the integration of SEL into the daily lessons with students. The
LEA is currently working with the site to explore a curricular program that will be integrated into classes in the Spring. This will include training
of staff and monitoring the implementation of the curriculum. In addition, the LEA will work collaboratively with the site's staff to develop an
ongoing survey or check in with students to stay on top of student needs and address them in an immediate manner.
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Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness
A description of how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the plan to support student and school improvement.
A survey was distributed to students and parents regarding their thoughts on strengthening offerings and closing the achievement gap.
Additional questions, to those above, indicate the following:
85%: School connects with the students
79%: OG provides a quality education, focusing on the academic success of the student
79%: OG offers supports to promote learning at high levels
79%: Teachers go out of their way to help students
57%: School focuses on improving attendance
Parents were asked their top priorities for learning and indicated the following: accelerating learning and critical thinking and meaningful
engagement. In addition, the parents are requesting more of a focus on career.
This survey results provide a feedback loop in the site's work moving forward. Overall, the students and parents believe the school site is
doing a great job in creating a safe and viable learning environment for its students. In doing so, some checks that we will make along the
way are D/F rates overall. In 2021, trimester 2, 17.3% of the students earned an F and 15.3% noted a D grade in English; math shows 44.9%
and 5.1% respectively. Credit checks in the trimester system towards graduation were monitored closely throughout the year and plans were
put in place to move the students towards their diploma. For students that have veered from their target goals, a personalized plan for
success will be developed and monitored, based on the intervention team and student.
The school site's graduation rate of 90.3%, a 1% dropout rate, and 13% suspension rate, down from 16.8%. Nonetheless, it is still at a 13%
suspension rate, mainly from Hispanic and low SES students. The bottom line, we have to approach the systems in place and overhaul them
to support academic achievement and student engagement, with specific focus on low SES, English Learners, and Hispanics.
Do the Math Now has built in assessments along the way so that remediation can occur at that juncture in the curriculum, not waiting to
remediate. The site uses Renaissance and the STAR tests with the goal of two years growth in math for students. Unfortunately, the site did
not administer any of the Renaissance assessments, so no data is available at this time.
With our EL students, we will monitor the daily integration of designated ELD lessons for our students and align it with formative assessments
that show growth toward proficiency. This year, our TOSA worked with the teachers on strategies to use. Some were integrated to meet the
students who engaged in learning. In ELA, the site will begin to investigate the integration of FIAB's for use as formative feedback on a
student's progress towards standards.
As indicated above, the LEA will work with the school site to develop an SEL survey that will be administered throughout the term, checking
in more often than not. It will be important to provide students immediate support so as not to miss too much learning time.
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Stakeholder Engagement
A summary of the stakeholder process and how the stakeholder engagement was considered before finalizing the LCAP.
During the COVID pandemic, access to parents was not as available as it has been in previous years. Valley Center-Pauma Unified School
District (VCPUSD) sent out a survey to all parents (in both English and Spanish), students (high school, middle school, and grade 5),
certificated and classified staff, and meetings held with site and district administrators. The results of all the surveys were put into "themes" of
actions and services that would continue to improve the services moving forward as we serve students and their families. Other surveys were
sent during distance learning to ascertain what was working well and sites gathered data daily from staff and parents and other district wide
or school wide meetings, on how learning was progressing.
In addition to the surveys and ongoing anecdotal data/feedback, the following set of questions, to gather additional input, was sent to the
Presidents of the teachers and classified unions. The questions to solicit input included:
What actions and services should we consider (either in addition to or in lieu of our current services and actions) moving forward, to improve
the academic success of our students?
How do we address the socio-emotional needs of both students and staff?
How do we continue to create a safe place for learning for both students and adults?
And how should we push forward as an organization to prepare our students for their future;?
How should we support our colleagues as each serves students (PD, etc.), strengthening our district as a learning organization?
And, are there any future focused engagement experiences to consider for students, etc.
A Zoom meeting was held with the Teacher's Union Executive Board and the Classified Union's Executive Board. At the meeting, data was
presented and proposed Actions and Services were shared from survey data. The meeting included a discussion and feedback on the
Actions and Services. Other ideas were gathered and clarifying questions were addressed. Additional ideas and priorities were noted from
the executive boards. Both School Site Councils and ELAC Parent leadership groups viewed the same presentation and were also provided
the time and opportunity to guide us in our work throughout the year and before finalizing the tenets of the LCAP.
Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District (VCPUSD) is part of the North Inland Special Education Region (NISER) SELPA. As part of the
LCAP process and AB1808, which amended the Education Code, the SELPA conducts a review of our LCAP and provides feedback.
Special Education is held accountable for its own targets and is continuously monitored regarding progress and growth. We are monitored
by the California Department of Education (CDE) and submit a Special Education Plan (SEP) to monitor our performance and compliance
with any identified unmet Indicators. We implement activities reflected in our SEP to ensure we fulfill our duty to build capacity, comply with
IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act), and improve outcomes for students in special education. The SELPA is an
important partner with our District, and the SELPA staff provides ongoing feedback and support on our local priorities for students with
disabilities. The SELPA staff assists with data collection, providing resources, and facilitating training to help with the improvement in our
locally identified indicators. The SELPA completes a checklist review form for their final review of the LCAP.
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A summary of the feedback provided by specific stakeholder groups.
As mentioned above, a districtwide survey was sent to all parents, in both English and Spanish, gathering their feedback on how we are
doing on meeting the three district goals, both in Likert scale responses and open ended responses for areas of strength and areas of
improvement. In addition, a districtwide survey, similar to the parent survey, was sent to all certificated and classified staff for their input on
what was going well and areas of improvement. Administrators met on three zoom meetings to gather their thoughts on metrics and
strategies to improve in student achievement, suspensions/expulsions, SEL, student and staff safety, student engagement, communication
and family involvement, and learning acceleration. And, students in grades 5-12 were sent a survey that was given as part of an
asynchronous assignment.
In summarizing the feedback, the following rose as common priorities to support our students. The last statement indicates areas that
students indicated, on surveys, as areas to continue to strengthen.
Socio-emotional support: Stakeholder groups recommended that we increase counseling support for students in the upcoming year.
Recognizing that students may, and will, come to school with mental health needs or counseling support needs, having a full time counselor
available throughout the school day provides an immediate response to students and families. Social workers were also suggested to provide
wrap around services to both student and family, to intervene with mental, emotional, and behavioral concerns that may arise.
Decreasing Chronic Absenteeism and Suspension Rate: Work with parent committees on how to reduce chronic absenteeism and build
restorative practices within our school and implement alternative, research based effective methods for discipline and suspensions. In both
arenas, provide staff, working with school and district leadership, that is focused on data to address the issues and concerns with chronic
absenteeism. Using the data and input, create a system of communication and expectation that continues to strengthen a nurturing and
supportive culture for our students and parents. Part of communicating this process, along with increasing broader communication and
engagement with parents, is to hire a parent liaison for our English Learner and Native American families.
Accelerating Learning throughout the year to increase academic achievement, with supports: Summer school provides the most natural time
to extend the school year. In addition, lengthening the school year by adding an additional hour of learning, a few days a week, provides time
for students to continue to engage in enrichment classes and credit recovery. The enrichment classes, or classes to integrate in the school
day, recommended by stakeholders are in the following areas: Fitness, STEAM, Project Based Learning, reading, alternative music, AP
Prep, and gardening. For students that need access to the curriculum and tutoring support, develop learning hubs throughout the district that
is open after school for students to access direct support. Including virtual tutoring option made available before and/or after school hours
would be an extra support to consider.
Additional direct supports for students would include increasing instructional aide support in the areas of special education and English
Learners and providing support specifically in the areas of reading and mathematics. Reducing class sizes at the elementary and secondary
levels and adding intervention sections at the secondary would also provide a structure that may be more conducive to accelerating learning.
Other supports that will be pivotal to the success of our students is the availability of hotspots and service, the updating of devices, and the
review and integration of research based intervention curriculum.
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Staff Development: Pivotal to accelerating learning for our students is ensuring that we are providing staff development and supports for all
educators. Some of the areas mentioned by our stakeholders include: strengthening our Professional Learning communities, common
assessment development, social emotional training and curriculum, training on restorative practices, trauma informed practices workshops,
supports in reading, writing, and mathematics, and training instructional assistants in their job roles.
As part of the North Inland SELPA, monitoring and feedback is ongoing and actions are taken throughout the year. The SELPA reviews our
SEP before it is submitted to ensure we are participants of the LCAP process and confirm that our SEP activities align with our LCAP
activities. Throughout the process, the NISER SELPA staff supports us to identify how the LCAP meets the needs of the student group,
students with disabilities. SELPA staff actively engage with us in District and County meetings throughout the year to provide input and
support for our students with disabilities. The SEP contains activities, which overlap with the LCAP indicators regarding Graduation Rate,
ELA/Math Achievement, and Suspension Rate. As a result, our LCAP contains activities for our students with disabilities consistent with our
SEP. Our LCAP identifies activities, such as the purchasing and training of more research-based curriculum (ELA/Math Achievement), the
increase of parent training (Parent Involvement), the alteration in our process for monitoring attendance (Child Find), and the necessary
continuous professional growth to improve the inclusion of students with disabilities in statewide assessments (Statewide Participation Rate)
and general education classes (Least Restrictive Environment).
Student feedback indicates that there is a need for schools to strengthen student voice and belonging to the schools, and that we need to
have supports in place for each one to be more successful. In addition, while safety is often a word that is self defined, students identified this
as an area of improvement for our schools.
A description of the aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by specific stakeholder input.
An area of concern from all stakeholders is the Social-emotional support that students will need upon their return. In response to this,
additional counselors will be hired in the district. Funding will be allocated to add a full time counselor at each of the elementary schools, an
additional 0.5 counselor to the middle school and continuation high school. Included in our district wide efforts, staff will be trained in Trauma
Informed Practices, working as a system to meet the immediate needs of students, for learning. In addition, VCPUSD will explore the addition
of district wide social workers and parent liaisons to connect families immediately with the school site for support or provide direct community
resources for their needs.
Accelerating learning by extending the school year through summer school and adding an extended hour at the end of the school year are
two "time" structural aspects to address learning have been built into the plans for the next couple of years. Summer school will be extended
from two week to three week sessions, with a grade 1-8, comprehensive curriculum in reading and writing, mathematics, and a power
passion hour (performing or visual art, PE, science, etc.). At the high school level, credit recovery will dominate most of the courses.
However, booster classes for advanced placement, mathematics, and freshmen and CTE certifications will also be offered. During the school
year, the extended daily hour will be offered to provide students an opportunity to take a class that will include credit recovery, and classes
that extend core subject knowledge by applying it to courses like robotics, creative writing, cultural music, etc. Summer sessions will also be
specifically tailored and offered to our migrant students. This, too, will have a specific curriculum, for students and supports for families.
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Part of accelerating learning for students is also to provide a learning environment choice for our families. In the fall, students in K-8 will have
the opportunity to engage in the following three settings: In person learning, 5 days/week, a virtual school environment, 5 days a week online,
or Independent Study. At the high school level, grades 9-12, students can choose from 5 days a week, in person, or Independent Study.
Additional sections at the secondary will reduce class size in core areas at the secondary to address the needs of English Learners and
overall intervention classes, add staff to start a virtual school, and to directly support "smaller" class sizes in areas like reading intervention.
Classified personnel will be added for direct support to students, for example, hours for Special Education aides and hiring of English Learner
Instructional aides. Working district wide, an ELD TOSA will serve our students, targeting staff development and support for our certificated
staff. The ELD TOSA will also work on curricular resources to impact movement of our students to reclassification and an early literacy TOSA
will work directly with students and support teachers with staff development and coaching in grades 1 and 2, with the goal of all students
reading at grade level by third grade. With reading and mathematics an identified need for our students, two secondary
Intervention/Instructional Coaches will be added to the staff to support teachers across the campus with data analysis, reading strategies for
content access, and research based strategies that can be incorporated into all classrooms to provide scaffolding and access for students to
engage and master the content.
As mentioned above, staff development is critical to build into the three year plan, with focus and intentionality. This plan will focus on
deepening our understanding and practices with PLC's throughout the district, social emotional training and use of restorative practices, and
development of common assessments in core subject areas. In addition, we will build a plan to support all instructional aides in their service
to our students, equipping them with clarity on their job expectations and strategies to support their success and growth.
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Goals and Actions
Goal
Goal #
1

Description
Every student is actively engaged in learning, feels safe at school and demonstrates good citizenship.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
The purpose of this goal is to ensure that we are engaging students in their learning, providing and creating a meaningful learning
environment that allows each one of our students to excel, not only in their passions but also to prepare them for college and career
readiness. Students who are in an environment that is engaging and allows them to have and voice and take risks in their learning creates a
safe learning space as they deepen their understanding of the challenging curriculum and real world topics that may occur in class
discussions. Overall, VCPUSD wants all students who graduate from the district to serve and contribute to the community, creating a better
place for all.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric
Priority 6: School
Climate-Parent
Survey

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Table 1.1:Students
actively engaged in
learning, feels safe at
school and
demonstrates good
citizenship

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
90% or above in each
question/category on
students actively
engaged in learning,
feels safe at school,
and demonstrates
good citizenship.

Baseline 80%
Priority 6 School
Table 1.2:Students
Climate - Staff Survey actively engaged in
learning, feels safe at
school and
demonstrates good
citizenship.

90% or above in each
question/category on
students actively
engaged in learning,
feels safe at school,
and demonstrates
good citizenship.

Baseline 75%-97%
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Metric
Priority 6 School
Climate-Student
Survey

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Table 1.3:Students
actively engaged in
learning, feels safe at
school and
demonstrates good
citizenship

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
90% or above in each
question/category on
students actively
engaged in learning,
feels safe at school,
and demonstrates
good citizenship.

Baseline 76%-89%
Priority 5: Student
Engagement Attendance Rate

2019: Chronically
Absent Rate at 15.7%
Orange: English
Learners,
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged, &
White
Red: American Indian
& Students with
Disabilities

Growth on color
bands on meter
Orange 1 band to
Yellow
Red, 2 bands to
Yellow
Maintain or decrease
chronically Absent
Rate at 5.59%

2020: Chronically
Absent Rate at 5.59%
Priority 6: School
Climate-Suspension
Rate

2020: 3.6%% (at least
one suspension)
American Indian,
8.6%
Hispanic, 3,4%
Low Socioeconomic
Disadvantage, 4.5%
SWD, 6.2%

Priority 5: Student
High school: 1%
Engagement-Dropout Dropout rate (.4% at
VCHS, .9% at Oak
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Metric
rates for high school
and middle school

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Glen, and 6.2% at
VCPrep)

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
1%; decrease dropout
rate at VCPrep to 1%

Middle School: 0%
Dropout rate
Priority 6: School
Climate-Expulsions

2020: 2 student
expulsions were
recorded

Maintain or decrease
number of baseline
expulsions

Use of Second Step
Curriculum at
elementary schools

Installation

Full implementation in
educational program,
TK-5

Staff trained in
Trauma informed
Practices

20 Staff Members

80% school site staff
members trained in
Trauma informed
practices

Priority 1: Basic
Services-School
facilities are
maintained in good
repair

All schools rated
"Good" on FIT report

All schools maintain
rating of "Good" on
FIT report

Actions
Action #
1

Title
Counseling Support

Description
Adding a fulltime counselor to each elementary school site and
increase by 0.5 counselor at Valley Center Middle School and 0.5
counselor to Oak Glen Continuation School will provide immediate and
targeted support for students on the socio-emotional and mental
health areas. By ensuring a connect with student and family in a timely
manner, students will receive the services they need to re-engage in
school, thus reducing student absenteeism and potentially, reducing
any disciplinary infraction that may occur if not addressed.
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Action #

Title

Description

Total Funds

Contributing

2

Counseling Support

Current Counselors will provide immediate and targeted support for
students on the socio-emotional and mental health areas. By ensuring
a connect with student and family in a timely manner, students will
receive the services they need to re-engage in school, thus reducing
student absenteeism and potentially, reducing any disciplinary
infraction that may occur if not addressed. This service is directed
towards our unduplicated students.

$630,143.00

X

Yes

3

Administrators

Staff will lead site work on restorative practices, trauma informed
practices, safety at school, working collaboratively with counselors and
site teams, to reduce the number of students that are chronically
absent, focusing on all students but in particular our students in the
red rating, Native American and Students With Disabilities. In addition,
staff will work to reduce the suspension rates for Native American,
Hispanic, Low Income, and Students with Disabilities. Ensuring our
students are engaged in school will increase their academic
achievement. This service is directed towards our unduplicated
students.

$312,084.00

X

Yes

4

Psychologists

Thirty three percent of our students with special needs are identified
as English Learners. The psychologists service is directed towards our
unduplicated students.

$261,725.00

5

Campus Security

Staff provides a safe learning environment, interacting with students
and ensuring that student needs are met. They provide an adults for
students to connect to and potentially mentor/coach through school.
The presence and connection of campus security can be measured on
survey data on does our school feel safe by students, parents, and
staff. This service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

$282,043.00

X
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Action #
6

Title
Support Staff:
Discipline and
Attendance

Description
A 0.5 FTE VCMS Secretary in the Discipline Office supports
restorative practices at the middle school, working collaboratively with
the Assistant Principals, connecting with and supporting families when
students may have, in the past, been suspended for a behavior. These
efforts are in addition to other practices to reduce the number of
suspensions and reduce chronic absenteeism by keeping students in
school.
This service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

Total Funds
$38,477.00

Counseling and
Tutoring

Partnerships with Palomar Hospital and AmeriCorps provide
immediate services to our students with high needs for socioemotional or mental health concerns. Palomar counselors, upon
referral, provide immediate and targeted support for students on the
socio-emotional and mental health areas, particularly our students with
disabilities. By ensuring a connect with student and family in a timely
manner, students will receive the services they need to re-engage in
school, thus reducing student absenteeism and potentially, reducing
any disciplinary infraction that may occur if not addressed.

$48,028.00

Contributing
X

Yes

X

7

Yes

Americorps provides a direct connect with students on campus,
engaging students in their learning and ensuring that they are socioemotionally ready to learn. They, can, serve as an added "counselor"
ear for students, and referring to school supports if needed. The
provide an added adult on campus for students to connect with. Both
of these supports will be measured through our student perception
data.
These services are directed towards our unduplicated students.
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Goal Analysis [2021-22]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from
reflections on prior practice.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.
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Goals and Actions
Goal
Goal #
2

Description
Every student receives high quality instruction leading to academic achievement and physical fitness, successfully
preparing them for college and career readiness.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
This goal was developed to keep VCPUSD on the cutting edge of high quality instruction. The students that we serve today are very different
from the students of yesterday, and will be of tomorrow. Take for example the use of electronic devices that has put information in the hands
of all learners, instantaneously. In order to keep up with the changes in public education, educators will need to continue to revamp, adapt,
and engage with students in ways that "speak" to the students and families. As a district, college and career readiness is a goal for each
student, starting at TK/Kindergarten. As seen below, 55.4% of our students are prepared or approaching prepared in the state indicator.
Seventy percent of our parents believe we are preparing students to be college and career ready and 70% of students noted that their school
has high standards for achievement. The second aspect of this goals is to achieve physical fitness. Part of being physically fit is addressing
the socio-emotional and mental health of our students. Feedback from parents, certificated and classified employees and administrators
collectively note the importance of providing immediate response and resources to our students and families so that they can engage in
school. The body aspect of being physically fit shows that up to 16% of our students are at risk in Aerobic Capacity and 25% at risk in Body
Composition. Ultimately, the goal is to capitalize on a TK-12 matriculation process to prepare all students for College and Career, while being
mindful of their physical and mental health.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

District Graduation
Rate

2020 Graduation
Rate: 92.5%

Graduation Rate: 96%

College and Career
Readiness Indicator

55.4% Prepared or
approaching prepared
American Indian:
34.4%
Hispanic: 50%
White: 69.3%
EL: 18%
Low SES: 48%

65% Prepared or
Approaching Prepared
Increase of 6% or
more in each student
group
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

SWD: 38.5%
Homeless: 33%
SBAC ELA
Assessment Scores

2019-2020 SBAC
Score: 39.45% Met or
Exceeded Standards
Growth Meter
Green Band: White
Yellow Band: English
Learners and
Homeless
Orange Band:
Hispanic,
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged,
Students with
Disabilities
Red Band: Native
Americans

SBAC Math
Assessment Scores

2019-2020 SBAC
Score: 23.96% Met or
Exceeded
Growth Chart Meter
Orange Band:
Hispanic, Homeless,
Students with
Disabilities, & White
Red Band: Native
American, English
Learners, and
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
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or Exceeded
Standards
Growth Meter
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move 1 color band
Orange and Red:
move 2 color bands
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or Exceeded
Growth Meter
Orange and Red
move two color bands
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

a-g Completion

2019: 54.1%
completed a-g
requirements upon
graduation
2020: 36.7% (not
reported to
dashboard)

60% of all seniors will
complete a-g
requirements at
graduation

English Learner
Progress

2019: On the English
Learner Progress
Indicator, 43.6% of the
students are making
progress towards
English Proficiency

60% of the students
are making progress
towards English
Proficiency

Benchmark
Assessments, TK-6:
Average Scores on
Assessments

Table 2.1:English
Language Arts
Benchmark
Assessments

70% or above
average scores on
Assessments, grades
2, 4, & 6

Average Scores on
Tests, in percentages
2021 mid-year
Baseline
Grade 2: 63%-68%
Grade 4: 44%-65%
Grade 6: 50%-67%
Renaissance: AR

Table 2.2: Grades 2-5
Renaissance: STAR

60% at grade level by
end of year, Grades 2,
4, and 6

2021 Predicted
Benchmark Reading
@ Grade Level, in
percentages
2021-22 Local Control Accountability Plan for Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

Grade 2: 45.9%
Grade 4: 26.1%
Grade 6: 40.2%

Independent Reading Table 2.3:Average IRL
Level (IRL)
(Independent Reading
Level Trend over 3
years) @ Trimester 2,
STAR

All students at grade
level, Grade 3
Growth of 0.2 each
year at grades 4 and 5

2021 Baseline
Grade 3: 2.94
Grade 4: 3.53
Grade 5: 4.47
Lexia

Table 2.4: Students at
Grade Level Material
or above
Baseline in Fall, 2021

Eureka Assessments, Table 2.5: Mastery
Math Domains
level by Math
Domains (1-4),
Curriculum
Assessments (Great
Minds)

Student growth a
minimum of 1
academic year in
reading
Overall Mastery Score
at 3 for each Domain,
at each grade level

2021 K-5 Math
Domains
Baseline: 1.67-2.66
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Secondary Grades: A- Table 2.6: Middle
C percentages in
School (Quarter 2)
Math and English
and High School
Grades (Semester 1 &
Term 1 for
Continuation High
School)
2021 Baseline,
earning C or better

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
Increase A-C grade
percentages in Math
and English by 10% at
middle school and 5%
at high school (or
more); Increase rates
for Native American
and Hispanic by 2%
more than overall

Middle school English,
58.5%; Math 61.7%
Native American:
English 38.3%, Math
42.7%
Hispanic: English
59%, Math 61.4%
High School English,
70.5%; Math 66.7%
Native American:
English 60%, Math
56.5%
Hispanic: English
68.4%, Math 64.1%
Prioirty 7: Broad
Course of Study
Programs and
services - English
Learner
Reclassification

2021: Reclassified
3.7% English
Learners

Reclassify 10% of our
English Learners

Priority 7: Broad
Course of Study

Table 2.7: Table 2.7:
CTE Elements of a

Increase overall score
to 84%
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Metric

Baseline

Programs - CTE 11
Elements of a High
Quality Program

High Quality Program
(Self Assessment)
2021 Program
Baseline Score, 71%

Physical Fitness
Exam

Table 2.8: Percent of
Students at Health
Risk on the Physical
Fitness Exam

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

Reduce Percent of
Students at Health
Risk in 2% increments
each year

2019 Baseline
Aerobic Capacity:
9.2%-16.2%
Body Composition:
16.8%-25.4%
Priority 7: Broad
Course of Study
Programs and
services - Integrated
and Designated ELD

2021 Baseline: 40%
TK-12 Classrooms
integrating ELD
strategies in the
instructional day

80%TK-12
Classrooms
integrating ELD
strategies in the
instructional day

Priority 7: Broad
course of Study
Programs and
services - Training of
Instructional Aides

2021
Baseline:Trainings per
year: 1

Trainings per year: 3

Development and Use TK-8: Non-Uniform
of district wide
use of common
common assessments curricular
assessments in Math
and English
Grades 9-12: Develop
common, core content
assessments
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common, core content
assessments
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Metric
Parent Survey

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Table 2.9: Parent
Survey on high quality
instruction leading to
academic
achievement and
physical fitness
successfully preparing
them for college and
career readiness.

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
Parent Survey Data to
90% or above

2021 Baseline 67%76%
Student Survey

Table 2.10: Student
survey high quality
instruction leading to
academic
achievement and
physical fitness
successfully preparing
them for college and
career readiness.

Student Survey to
90% or above

2021 Baseline 67%83%
Staff Survey

Table 2.11: Staff
survey on high quality
instruction leading to
academic
achievement and
physical fitness
successfully preparing
them for college and
career readiness.
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

2021 Baseline 67%96%
Priority 4: Pupil
Achievement-AP
Exam pass rate of 3
or higher

2020: 69% of students
taking an AP test
passed with a 3 or
better

75% of students
taking an AP test
passing with a 3 or
better

Priority 4: Pupil
2020: SAT Test
Achievement-SAT test takers: 71% met
takers
benchmarks in ERW
(Evidence Based
Reading and Writing)
and 49% met
benchmarks in math

80% meet
benchmarks in ERW
and 60% meet
benchmarks in math

Priority 1: Basic
Services-Teachers
appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in subject
areas and for pupils
that they are teaching.

100% of teachers are
appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in subject
areas and for pupils
that they are teaching.

Maintain 100%
teachers fully
credentialed in subject
areas and for pupils
that they are teaching.

Priority 1:Every pupil
in the district has
sufficient access to
standards-aligned
instructional materials.

100% of all pupils has
sufficient access to
standards-aligned
instructional materials.

Maintain 100% of all
pupils with sufficient
access to standardsaligned instructional
materials

Priority 2:
Implementation of the
academic content and
performance
standards adopted by
the state.

Met: VCPUSD
implements the
content and
performance
standards adopted by
the state

Met: VCPUSD
implements the
content and
performance
standards adopted by
the state
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Actions
Action #
1

Title
ELD TOSA

Description
The district wide ELD TOSA will work directly with staff and
students/families to provide staff development in the implementation of
integrated and designated ELD in classrooms throughout the district.
Providing students access to the curriculum, through strategies and
adaptations of the curriculum and assessments, will allow English
Learner students to grow and excel in their academics. This will be
measured in the growth of English Learners on the state meters (color
bands), ELPI growth and EL Reclassification rates, as well as local
assessments and grades.
This service is directed towards our unduplicated students. (Priority 7)

Total Funds
$133,037.00

2

District wide Early
Literacy TOSA

The focus of the district wide literacy TOSA will be to support teachers
with staff development to accelerate reading provide a framework for
balanced literacy at the elementary level. The metrics that will be used
are third grade state testing data, ELPI growth and EL Reclassification
rates. In addition, the TOSA will be working with families to build
literacy strategies at home. (Priority 7)

$100,000.00

3

Elementary
Instructional TOSA

Title I site TOSA's at each elementary school provide direct student
support to students (small group instruction) that are below grade level
in core subject areas. In addition, they provide site and district wide
staff development in the core subject areas and district initiatives.
Their impact on student achievement can be measured through local
metrics as well as state metrics, for student groups showing growth in
the color meter.

$497,176.00

4

Guidance
Technicians

The staff provides service, as a liaison, for counselors to students and
families that guide and support a deeper understanding of high school
graduation requirements, a-g requirements, CTE pathway offerings,
college planning (applications, financial aide, etc.), field trips to
colleges and schedules on campus career speakers, available
scholarships, FAFSA completion, and part of parent nights. Their
expertise and support for students and families can be measured

$168,189.00

Contributing
X

Yes

X
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Action #

Title

Description
using disaggregated data in graduation rate, a-g completion, CCI
completion, and CTE enrollment.
This service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

Total Funds

Contributing

X
X

No

5

Accelerating Learning Extension of the learning year and providing a robust summer school
through Summer
(two, 3 week sessions) for students that have chronic absenteeism
School (non-ESY)
and are one to two years below grade level are the students that will
be served, summers of 2021 and 2022, TK-8. In addition, Migrant
students will also be served in a stand alone summer school for the
first session. Metrics that will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
a longer year will be attendance, growth on Lexia, and teacher
assessments. At the high school, the number of students that
complete credit recovery classes from beginning to end will be used.
Summer learning includes bussing and staff development. Funding for
this will be through the Extended Learning Opportunity Grant.

$205,000.00

6

Elementary Band
Teachers

$160,535.00

X

Yes

7

Additional Sections at Sections at the secondary provide for smaller class sizes to intervene
Secondary (4.80
in reading, mathematics, and science literacy. These classes meet the
FTE)
needs of Students with Disabilities, Native Americans, English
Learners, and our Socioeconomically Disadvantaged students. Metrics
to be used are growth in color bands for each student group. This
service is directed towards our unduplicated students. (Priority 7)

$526,947.00

X

Yes

8

Special Projects
Team

$185,884.00

Band teachers provide and experience and an opener to many
students who may not traditionally engage in music. The research
behind the positive effects of music on academics is the purpose for
including band in our elementary schools. This also has a longer
trajectory for many students as this introduction provides an entre into
more advanced music in middle and high school. The wrap around
curriculum that includes music for all elementary students is important
for their academic and socio=emotional progress and potentially a
passion. This service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

X

The Special Projects Team's work is to provide direct service to our
English Learners, Native Americans, and Migrant students in the
following ways: writes and updates grants to serve students and
families, calls all Migrant families to communicate district changes and
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Action #

Title

Description
provides needed items to support student success, holds parent
meetings to allow for collaboration and input, works with site
leadership to facilitate programming for student success, and serves
as district liaison to bring local community health services to families.
This service is directed towards our unduplicated students. (Priority 7)

Total Funds

9

Intervention
Resources

In addition to the teaching and learning process in the classroom,
computer based programs and curricular programs provide an added
resource for teachers to use when students are exhibiting learning
gaps. These resources are integrated throughout the day for students
and is part of the overall curricular program when we measure student
success in both ELA and mathematics. This service is directed
towards our unduplicated students.

$79,747.00

10

1-to-1 Devices

Providing devices to all students, for learning, has been part of
VCPUSD's vision. Fifty-six percent of our students are
socioeconomically disadvantaged and this provides support funding to
provide devices and hotspots to learn, research, and communicate.
This service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

$38,522.00

11

Site Computer
Technicians

In order to support a 1:1 district vision for accelerating learning to
close achievement gaps, the team ensures that our students have
fluid access to their curricular materials as well as assessments. This
service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

$249,312.00

Contributing

X

Yes

X

Yes

X
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Goal Analysis [2021-22]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from
reflections on prior practice.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.
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Goals and Actions
Goal
Goal #
3

Description
Parents, guardians and students are informed with timely district, school and classroom information and have
opportunities to provide input for decision-making.

An explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal.
VCPUSD values the voices of our students and parents as district decisions are being made that impact student achievement as a partner
throughout their child/rens matriculation in the district. An important element of partnering with our parents and students is to make sure we
have provided every opportunity for each to have input, and ensuring that we are connecting with our parents who speak only Spanish.
Connections should not only be in forms, written communications, or a phone call, but also in how we welcome all parents into our school
sites, participation in district wide meetings as site based decision making bodies, and as families who participate in school wide or district
wide events. This also requires us, as a district, to view the partnership, with the diverse student populations that we serve, as an asset. It is
our responsibility to ensure these assets are celebrated and built upon as we continue to strengthen the VCPUSD learning community.

Measuring and Reporting Results
Metric

Baseline

Priority 3: Parent
involvement in
seeking input in
making decisions for
the school district and
school site. - Parent
district-wide survey

Table 3.0: Parents
and guardians are
informed with timely
district, school and
classroom information
and opportunities to
provide input for
decision-making.

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24
90% or above on all
statements

2021 Baseline: 71%81%
Student Survey

Table 3.1: Students
are informed with
timely district, school
and classroom
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

information and
opportunities to
provide input for
decision-making.
2021 Baseline: 62%67%
Staff Survey

Table 3.2:Staff
perception of parent
communication and
input for decision
making.

Survey responses to
90% or above

2021 Baseline: 83%95%
Priority 3: Parent
2021 Baseline: 80% of
Involvement in
our SSC members
parental participation attend all meetings
in programs for
unduplicated pupils
and students with
exceptional needs.District wide
Attendance at School
Site Council and
DELAC Meetings.
Priority 3: Parent
Involvement in
parental participation
in programs for
unduplicated pupils
and students with
exceptional needs .-

2021 Baseline:
Currently do not meet
the parent
representation
described in the by
laws
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Metric

Baseline

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Desired Outcome for
2023–24

Title VI Meeting
parent representation
as described in the
by-laws
Priority 3: Parent
2021 Baseline: One
Involvement in
school has an active
parental participation ELAC Committee
in programs for
unduplicated pupils
and students with
exceptional needs . Recruit for and
develop ELAC Parent
Committees

All schools with an
active ELAC
committee

District will offer a
2021 Baseline: 0
minimum of 2 parent Workshops
workshops (in English
and Spanish) each
year on various topics
that will strengthen
parents as partners.
(Attendance, literacy,
technology, science
nights, etc.)

2 or more
workshops/year

Attendance at Back to Baseline Sept 2021
School Night

70% of our parents
district wide will attend
Back to School Night
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Actions
Action #
1

Title
0.5 District TOSA

Description
There are cultural connections that a TOSA can make with parents to
help them navigate absenteeism, academic achievement, connecting
with the school and teachers, and identifying non-academic needs that
a student may need. In addition, the TOSA can help students to
engage successfully in a College and Career readiness educational
program. A TOSA can work collaboratively and proactively with both
the district and parent to break down any misunderstandings. This
TOSA position is developed to support our American Indian
population.

Total Funds
$51,567.00

Contributing
X

Yes

X

2

Host district wide and Holding regular and engaging workshops for parents so that we can
school based parent partner in the rigors of literacy in core subjects will help to support
workshops
parents in the home space as they work with their student. In addition,
providing information on how to navigate online resources for student
acceleration and to stay abreast on their student's academic progress
and attendance through Infinite Campus, expectations of behavior to
prevent referrals and/or suspensions, connecting with teachers and
other staff through emails, and maneuvering the website for resources
they may need will strengthen our two way communication. This
service is directed towards our unduplicated students.

$3,000.00

3

Parent
Communications

A vital piece of connecting with parents is via phone calls and emails.
This service provides direct parent communications in both English
and Spanish to keeps parent connected with school events and critical
messages as well as district wide messages. In some cases, this is
the only way to communicate the safety of students and protocols to
follow in the event there is a potentially dangerous situation like a fire.

$34,690.00

4

Software Services

Providing an 24 hour/7 days a week online format that allows for
parents to monitor their student's absences, assignments and grades
and communicate with teachers and/or the school staff is another way
we provide parents as partners. In partnership, we can work together
to improve the success of their student. This service is directed
towards engaging unduplicated students and their families.

$23,932.00

Yes

X

Yes

X
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Goal Analysis [2021-22]
An analysis of how this goal was carried out in the previous year.
A description of any substantive differences in planned actions and actual implementation of these actions.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
An explanation of how effective the specific actions were in making progress toward the goal.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A description of any changes made to the planned goal, metrics, desired outcomes, or actions for the coming year that resulted from
reflections on prior practice.
Analysis of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
A report of the Estimated Actual Expenditures for last year’s actions may be found in the Annual Update Expenditures Table.
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Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and LowIncome Students [2021-22]
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
11.87%

Increased Apportionment based on the Enrollment of Foster Youth, English Learners, and LowIncome students
$4,014,024

The Budgeted Expenditures for Actions identified as Contributing may be found in the Increased or Improved Services Expenditures
Table.

Required Descriptions
For each action being provided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (COE), an explanation of
(1) how the needs of foster youth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how these actions are effective in
meeting the goals for these students.
startcollapse
A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students are being increased or improved by the percentage
required.
Increased services are being provided to our American Indian, English Learner, Foster Youth, and Low Income students through targeted
actions, services and initiatives.
An ELD district wide TOSA will provide direct support to teachers and administrators, along with coaching, to increase capacity and expertise
in integrating designated ELD strategies. While focusing on ELD, the TOSA will also be providing professional development sessions in
integrated ELD in core content areas. Supporting students in the classroom, bilingual instructional assistants will be hired to provide
additional instructional scaffolding for students to access core content. In addition, the TOSA, working collaboratively with site principals, will
host literacy nights, in Spanish, for our English learner families, strengthening our educational partnership in the community.
As a district, we will continually work with families, who present limited exposure to technology, through our technology help line, but also by
personal phone calls, facetime calls and home visits to assure they had the hotspots that would work in their area and to help them connect
to our online curriculum and to increase communication. Parents and students together were given tutorials on the basics of email, google
classroom, class dojo and zoom, so that together they could better meet the needs of students moving forward.
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For our migrant students, we host summer school, starting at preschool, that is specifically designed to meet their needs, with curriculum and
small class sizes, focusing on strengthening reading, writing, and mathematics skills that they will transfer into the classroom in the fall. In
addition, after school intervention and tutoring. The district communicates with the parents via phone, the most successful way to connect
with the families of 150+ students, and engage them in their child’s learning and individually help them fill out the online district forms like
transportation and notification of food distribution and vaccine events in the area. The ongoing support also includes a parent aspect,
teaching our parents how to support their students, like school readiness for preschool age students, while at home. All the curricular
materials and supplies necessary for the students to engage in school. In addition, clothing and home goods drives take place for families.
A Title VI TOSA will be providing direct services to our American Indian students and families beginning in fall, 2021. This position will
support college and career readiness programs for the secondary students, including college trips, American Indian student conferences,
career visits, support cultural events at schools, etc., for students. The TOSA will provide guidance to diversify our curriculum, while
maintaining alignment with the state standards, and will support training of our Title VI aides, who provide direct academic and socioemotional support to American Indian students, with culturally proficient actions.
For our students with special needs, a district wide reading program will be implemented. The research based reading program, by Orton
Gillingham, will be integrated into all of our reading goals, when appropriate. This will allow for access to learning in all disciplines. All
teachers of special needs students will be trained for immediate implementation to accelerate reading proficiency, moving students to grade
level and potentially exiting the program
There has been an increase in communication and collaboration between the District and the County child welfare agency. The partnership
has resulted in better communication at the site level regarding the unique needs of specific students. Information is shared much faster,
which allows for less disruption in services for students and minimizes the changes in school placements. The partnerships have benefited
students in the juvenile court system and students considered foster or homeless.
Counseling services will be made available to all students and our data shows that our Native Americans, Students with Disabilities, and our
Socioeconomically disadvantaged students are the students groups with the highest absenteeism. Counselors and administrators, along with
teachers, will be working directly with the identified student groups and their families to ensure our students are engaged and individual
support is provided for their overall success. High school counselors will closely monitor the four year plans of our targeted students to keep
them on track to graduate, meeting CCI status. In doing so, providing academic and socio-emotional supports needed along the way.
With the support of teachers with expertise, moving out of the classroom to support teachers in staff development and coaching, teachers will
be able to integrate curriculum and strategies (like ELD) that will allow for greater access to the curriculum by students. In fact, all the ELD
and IELD strategies are not only research based instructional strategies for English Learners but for all learners. Bilingual aides are being
added to each schools to provide direct academic support for students (push in) and to communicate progress with families.
Staff development will be implemented the next 3 years in trauma informed practices, socio-emotional learning, and cultural proficiency as
we provide wrap around services for the students in our classes. In addition, the development of district wide assessments will allow
teachers, in PLC's, to monitor data of our students at most academic risk and share best practices to implement, preventing students from
missing critical standards to progress.
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Total Expenditures Table
LCFF Funds

Other State Funds

$3,227,862.00

$605,000.00

Local Funds

Totals:
Totals:
Goal
1

Action #
1

1

Federal Funds

Total Funds

$497,176.00

$4,330,038.00

Total Personnel

Total Non-personnel

$4,097,119.00

$232,919.00

Student Group(s)
Title
X All
Counseling Support

LCFF Funds

2

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Counseling Support

$630,143.00

$630,143.00

1

3

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Administrators

$312,084.00

$312,084.00

1

4

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Psychologists

$261,725.00

$261,725.00

1

5

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Campus Security

$282,043.00

$282,043.00

1

6

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Support Staff: Discipline and
Attendance

$38,477.00

$38,477.00

1

7

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Counseling and Tutoring

$48,028.00

$48,028.00

2

1

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

ELD TOSA

$133,037.00

$133,037.00

2

2

X All

District wide Early Literacy TOSA
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Goal
2

Action #
3

Student Group(s)
Title
X All
Elementary Instructional TOSA
X Students with
Disabilities

LCFF Funds

2

Other State Funds

4

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Guidance Technicians

$168,189.00

2

5

X All
X Students with
Disabilities

Accelerating Learning through
Summer School (non-ESY)

Federal Funds
$497,176.00

Total Funds
$497,176.00

2

6

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Elementary Band Teachers

$160,535.00

$160,535.00

2

7

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Additional Sections at Secondary
(4.80 FTE)

$526,947.00

$526,947.00

2

8

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Special Projects Team

$185,884.00

$185,884.00

2

9

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Intervention Resources

$79,747.00

$79,747.00

2

10

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

1-to-1 Devices

$38,522.00

$38,522.00

2

11

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Site Computer Technicians

$249,312.00

$249,312.00

3

1

X Foster Youth
X Low Income

0.5 District TOSA

$51,567.00

$51,567.00

3

2

X English Learners
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

Host district wide and school
based parent workshops

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

3

3

X English Learners
X Low Income

Parent Communications

$34,690.00

$34,690.00

$168,189.00

$205,000.00
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Goal
3

Action #
4

Student Group(s)
Title
X English Learners Software Services
X Foster Youth
X Low Income

LCFF Funds
$23,932.00
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Contributing Expenditures Tables

Action Title

Scope

Totals by Type

Total LCFF Funds

Total Funds

Total:

$3,227,862.00

$3,227,862.00

LEA-wide Total:

$1,109,444.00

$1,109,444.00

Limited Total:

$0.00

$0.00

Schoolwide Total:

$2,118,418.00

$2,118,418.00

Unduplicated
Student Group(s)

Goal

Action #

1

1

Counseling Support

1

2

Counseling Support

XSchoolwide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

1

3

Administrators

XSchoolwide

1

4

Psychologists

1

5

1

6

Location

LCFF Funds

Specific Schools: 3
elementary schools,
middle school,
Continuation High
School
TK-12

$300,000.00

$630,143.00

$630,143.00

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$312,084.00

$312,084.00

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$261,725.00

$261,725.00

Campus Security

XSchoolwide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$282,043.00

$282,043.00

Support Staff:
Discipline and
Attendance

XSchoolwide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$38,477.00

$38,477.00
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Total Funds
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Center Middle
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Valley Center Middle
School
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Goal

Action #

Action Title

Scope

Unduplicated
Student Group(s)

Location

LCFF Funds

Total Funds

$48,028.00

$48,028.00

$133,037.00

$133,037.00

Grades 6-8
1

7

Counseling and
Tutoring

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

2

1

ELD TOSA

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

2

4

Guidance
Technicians

XSchoolwide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

Specific Schools:
Valley Center High
School
Grades 9-12

$168,189.00

$168,189.00

2

6

Elementary Band
Teachers

XSchoolwide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

Specific Schools:
Valley Center
Elementary, Valley
Center Primary,
Pauma, and Lilac
Grades 1-5

$160,535.00

$160,535.00

2

7

Additional Sections at XSchoolwide
Secondary (4.80
FTE)

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

Specific Schools:
Valley Center High
School and Valley
Center Middle
School
Grades 6-12

$526,947.00

$526,947.00

2

8

Special Projects
Team

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$185,884.00

$185,884.00

2

9

Intervention
Resources

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$79,747.00

$79,747.00

2

10

1-to-1 Devices

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$38,522.00

$38,522.00

2

11

Site Computer
Technicians

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$249,312.00

$249,312.00
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Action Title

Scope

Goal

Action #

3

1

0.5 District TOSA

3

2

Host district wide and XLEA-wide
school based parent
workshops

3

3

Parent
Communications

3

4

Software Services

Unduplicated
Student Group(s)
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

Location

LCFF Funds

Total Funds

$51,567.00

$51,567.00

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

$34,690.00

$34,690.00

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

$23,932.00

$23,932.00

XLEA-wide
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Annual Update Table Year 1 [2021-22]
Annual update of the 2021-22 goals will occur during the 2022-23 update cycle.
Last Year's
Goal #

Last Year's
Action #

Prior Action/Service Title

Contributed to
Increased or Improved
Services?

Totals:

Last Year's Total Planned
Expenditures

Total Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Planned Expenditure Total

Estimated Actual Total

Totals:
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Instructions
Plan Summary
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals and Actions
Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low-Income Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to the completion of the LCAP template, please contact the local COE, or the
California Department of Education’s (CDE’s) Local Agency Systems Support Office by phone at 916-319-0809 or by email at
lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Introduction and Instructions
The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) requires LEAs to engage their local stakeholders in an annual planning process to evaluate their
progress within eight state priority areas encompassing all statutory metrics (COEs have ten state priorities). LEAs document the results of this
planning process in the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) using the template adopted by the State Board of Education.
The LCAP development process serves three distinct, but related functions:
•

Comprehensive Strategic Planning: The process of developing and annually updating the LCAP supports comprehensive strategic planning
(California Education Code [EC] 52064(e)(1)). Strategic planning that is comprehensive connects budgetary decisions to teaching and learning
performance data. Local educational agencies (LEAs) should continually evaluate the hard choices they make about the use of limited resources to
meet student and community needs to ensure opportunities and outcomes are improved for all students.

•

Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement: The LCAP development process should result in an LCAP that reflects decisions made through meaningful
stakeholder engagement (EC 52064(e)(1)). Local stakeholders possess valuable perspectives and insights about an LEA's programs and services.
Effective strategic planning will incorporate these perspectives and insights in order to identify potential goals and actions to be included in the
LCAP.

•

Accountability and Compliance: The LCAP serves an important accountability function because aspects of the LCAP template require LEAs to
show that they have complied with various requirements specified in the LCFF statutes and regulations, most notably:
o

Demonstrating that LEAs are increasing or improving services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students in proportion to
the amount of additional funding those students generate under LCFF (EC 52064(b)(4-6)).

o

Establishing goals, supported by actions and related expenditures, that address the statutory priority areas and statutory metrics (EC
52064(b)(1) & (2)).
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o

Annually reviewing and updating the LCAP to reflect progress toward the goals (EC 52064(b)(7)).

The LCAP template, like each LEA’s final adopted LCAP, is a document, not a process. LEAs must use the template to memorialize the
outcome of their LCAP development process, which should: (a) reflect comprehensive strategic planning (b) through meaningful engagement
with stakeholders that (c) meets legal requirements, as reflected in the final adopted LCAP. The sections included within the LCAP template
do not and cannot reflect the full development process, just as the LCAP template itself is not intended as a stakeholder engagement tool.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of education and the governing board of
the school district may adopt and file for review and approval a single LCAP consistent with the requirements in EC sections 52060, 52062,
52066, 52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or county superintendent of schools) all
budgeted and actual expenditures are aligned.
The revised LCAP template for the 2021–22, 2022–23, and 2023–24 school years reflects statutory changes made through Assembly Bill
1840 (Committee on Budget), Chapter 243, Statutes of 2018. These statutory changes enhance transparency regarding expenditures on
actions included in the LCAP, including actions that contribute to meeting the requirement to increase or improve services for foster youth,
English learners, and low-income students, and to streamline the information presented within the LCAP to make adopted LCAPs more
accessible for stakeholders and the public.
At its most basic, the adopted LCAP should attempt to distill not just what the LEA is doing, but also allow stakeholders to understand why,
and whether those strategies are leading to improved opportunities and outcomes for students. LEAs are strongly encouraged to use
language and a level of detail in their adopted LCAPs intended to be meaningful and accessible for the LEA’s diverse stakeholders and the
broader public.
In developing and finalizing the LCAP for adoption, LEAs are encouraged to keep the following overarching frame at the forefront of the
strategic planning and stakeholder engagement functions:
Given present performance across the state priorities and on indicators in the California School Dashboard, how is the LEA using its
budgetary resources to respond to student and community needs, and address any performance gaps, including by meeting its
obligation to increase or improve services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students?
LEAs are encouraged to focus on a set of metrics or a set of actions that the LEA believes, based on input gathered from stakeholders,
research, and experience, will have the biggest impact on behalf of its students.
These instructions address the requirements for each section of the LCAP, but may include information about effective practices when
developing the LCAP and completing the LCAP itself. Additionally, information is included at the beginning of each section emphasizing the
purpose that each section serves.
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Plan Summary
Purpose
A well-developed Plan Summary section provides a meaningful context for the LCAP. This section provides information about an LEA’s
community as well as relevant information about student needs and performance. In order to provide a meaningful context for the rest of the
LCAP, the content of this section should be clearly and meaningfully related to the content included in the subsequent sections of the LCAP.

Requirements and Instructions
General Information – Briefly describe the students and community. For example, information about an LEA in terms of geography,
enrollment, or employment, the number and size of specific schools, recent community challenges, and other such information as an LEA
wishes to include can enable a reader to more fully understand an LEA’s LCAP.
Reflections: Successes – Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
Dashboard, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, and any other information, what progress is the LEA
most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build upon that success? This may include identifying specific examples of how past
increases or improvements in services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students have led to improved performance for these
students.
Reflections: Identified Need – Referring to the Dashboard, identify: (a) any state indicator for which overall performance was in the “Red” or
“Orange” performance category or any local indicator where the LEA received a “Not Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating AND (b)
any state indicator for which performance for any student group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance.
What steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas of low performance and performance gaps? Other needs may be identified
using locally collected data including data collected to inform the self-reflection tools and reporting local indicators on the Dashboard.
LCAP Highlights – Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.
Comprehensive Support and Improvement – An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI)
under the Every Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts:
● Schools Identified: Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.
● Support for Identified Schools: Describe how the LEA has or will support the identified schools in developing CSI plans that included
a school-level needs assessment, evidence-based interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be addressed
through the implementation of the CSI plan.
● Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness: Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of
the CSI plan to support student and school improvement.
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Stakeholder Engagement
Purpose
Significant and purposeful engagement of parents, students, educators, and other stakeholders, including those representing the student
groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget process. Consistent with statute, such stakeholder
engagement should support comprehensive strategic planning, accountability, and improvement across the state priorities and locally
identified priorities (EC 52064(e)(1)). Stakeholder engagement is an ongoing, annual process.
This section is designed to reflect how stakeholder engagement influenced the decisions reflected in the adopted LCAP. The goal is to allow
stakeholders that participated in the LCAP development process and the broader public understand how the LEA engaged stakeholders and
the impact of that engagement. LEAs are encouraged to keep this goal in the forefront when completing this section.
Statute and regulations specify the stakeholder groups that school districts and COEs must consult when developing the LCAP: teachers,
principals, administrators, other school personnel, local bargaining units of the LEA, parents, and students. Before adopting the LCAP, school
districts and COEs must share it with the Parent Advisory Committee and, if applicable, to its English Learner Parent Advisory Committee. The
superintendent is required by statute to respond in writing to the comments received from these committees. School districts and COEs must
also consult with the special education local plan area administrator(s) when developing the LCAP. Statute requires charter schools to consult
with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students in developing the LCAP. The LCAP should also be
shared with, and LEAs should request input from, schoolsite-level advisory groups, as applicable (e.g., schoolsite councils, English Learner
Advisory Councils, student advisory groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between schoolsite and district-level goals and actions.
Information and resources that support effective stakeholder engagement, define student consultation, and provide the requirements for
advisory group composition, can be found under Resources on the following web page of the CDE’s website: https://www.cde.ca.gov/re/lc/.

Requirements and Instructions
Below is an excerpt from the 2018–19 Guide for Annual Audits of K–12 Local Education Agencies and State Compliance Reporting, which is
provided to highlight the legal requirements for stakeholder engagement in the LCAP development process:
Local Control and Accountability Plan:
For county offices of education and school districts only, verify the LEA:
a) Presented the local control and accountability plan to the parent advisory committee in accordance with Education Code section
52062(a)(1) or 52068(a)(1), as appropriate.
b) If applicable, presented the local control and accountability plan to the English learner parent advisory committee, in accordance
with Education Code section 52062(a)(2) or 52068(a)(2), as appropriate.
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c) Notified members of the public of the opportunity to submit comments regarding specific actions and expenditures proposed to
be included in the local control and accountability plan in accordance with Education Code section 52062(a)(3) or 52068(a)(3),
as appropriate.
d) Held at least one public hearing in accordance with Education Code section 52062(b)(1) or 52068(b)(1), as appropriate.
e) Adopted the local control and accountability plan in a public meeting in accordance with Education Code section 52062(b)(2) or
52068(b)(2), as appropriate.
Prompt 1: “A summary of the stakeholder process and how the stakeholder engagement was considered before finalizing the LCAP.”
Describe the stakeholder engagement process used by the LEA to involve stakeholders in the development of the LCAP, including, at a
minimum, describing how the LEA met its obligation to consult with all statutorily required stakeholder groups as applicable to the type of LEA.
A sufficient response to this prompt must include general information about the timeline of the process and meetings or other engagement
strategies with stakeholders. A response may also include information about an LEA’s philosophical approach to stakeholder engagement.
Prompt 2: “A summary of the feedback provided by specific stakeholder groups.”
Describe and summarize the stakeholder feedback provided by specific stakeholders. A sufficient response to this prompt will indicate ideas,
trends, or inputs that emerged from an analysis of the feedback received from stakeholders.
Prompt 3: “A description of the aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by specific stakeholder input.”
A sufficient response to this prompt will provide stakeholders and the public clear, specific information about how the stakeholder engagement
process influenced the development of the LCAP. The response must describe aspects of the LCAP that were influenced by or developed in
response to the stakeholder feedback described in response to Prompt 2. This may include a description of how the LEA prioritized
stakeholder requests within the context of the budgetary resources available or otherwise prioritized areas of focus within the LCAP. For the
purposes of this prompt, “aspects” of an LCAP that may have been influenced by stakeholder input can include, but are not necessarily limited
to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusion of a goal or decision to pursue a Focus Goal (as described below)
Inclusion of metrics other than the statutorily required metrics
Determination of the desired outcome on one or more metrics
Inclusion of performance by one or more student groups in the Measuring and Reporting Results subsection
Inclusion of action(s) or a group of actions
Elimination of action(s) or group of actions
Changes to the level of proposed expenditures for one or more actions
Inclusion of action(s) as contributing to increased or improved services for unduplicated services
Determination of effectiveness of the specific actions to achieve the goal
Determination of material differences in expenditures
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•
•

Determination of changes made to a goal for the ensuing LCAP year based on the annual update process
Determination of challenges or successes in the implementation of actions

Goals and Actions
Purpose
Well-developed goals will clearly communicate to stakeholders what the LEA plans to accomplish, what the LEA plans to do in order to
accomplish the goal, and how the LEA will know when it has accomplished the goal. A goal statement, associated metrics and expected
outcomes, and the actions included in the goal should be in alignment. The explanation for why the LEA included a goal is an opportunity for
LEAs to clearly communicate to stakeholders and the public why, among the various strengths and areas for improvement highlighted by
performance data and strategies and actions that could be pursued, the LEA decided to pursue this goal, and the related metrics, expected
outcomes, actions, and expenditures.
A well-developed goal can be focused on the performance relative to a metric or metrics for all students, a specific student group(s), narrowing
performance gaps, or implementing programs or strategies expected to impact outcomes. LEAs should assess the performance of their
student groups when developing goals and the related actions to achieve such goals.

Requirements and Instructions
LEAs should prioritize the goals, specific actions, and related expenditures included within the LCAP within one or more state priorities. LEAs
should consider performance on the state and local indicators, including their locally collected and reported data for the local indicators that
are included in the Dashboard in determining whether and how to prioritize its goals within the LCAP.
In order to support prioritization of goals, the LCAP template provides LEAs with the option of developing three different kinds of goals:
•

Focus Goal: A Focus Goal is relatively more concentrated in scope and may focus on a fewer number of metrics to measure improvement. A Focus
Goal statement will be time bound and make clear how the goal is to be measured.

•

Broad Goal: A Broad Goal is relatively less concentrated in its scope and may focus on improving performance across a wide range of metrics.

•

Maintenance of Progress Goal: A Maintenance of Progress Goal includes actions that may be ongoing without significant changes and allows an
LEA to track performance on any metrics not addressed in the other goals of the LCAP.

At a minimum, the LCAP must address all LCFF priorities and associated metrics.
Focus Goal(s)
Goal Description: The description provided for a Focus Goal must be specific, measurable, and time bound. An LEA develops a Focus Goal
to address areas of need that may require or benefit from a more specific and data intensive approach. The Focus Goal can explicitly
reference the metric(s) by which achievement of the goal will be measured and the time frame according to which the LEA expects to achieve
the goal.
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Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain why the LEA has chosen to prioritize this goal. An explanation must be
based on Dashboard data or other locally collected data. LEAs must describe how the LEA identified this goal for focused attention, including
relevant consultation with stakeholders. LEAs are encouraged to promote transparency and understanding around the decision to pursue a
focus goal.
Broad Goal
Goal Description: Describe what the LEA plans to achieve through the actions included in the goal. The description of a broad goal will be
clearly aligned with the expected measurable outcomes included for the goal. The goal description organizes the actions and expected
outcomes in a cohesive and consistent manner. A goal description is specific enough to be measurable in either quantitative or qualitative
terms. A broad goal is not as specific as a focus goal. While it is specific enough to be measurable, there are many different metrics for
measuring progress toward the goal.
Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain why the LEA developed this goal and how the actions and metrics grouped
together will help achieve the goal.
Maintenance of Progress Goal
Goal Description: Describe how the LEA intends to maintain the progress made in the LCFF State Priorities not addressed by the other goals
in the LCAP. Use this type of goal to address the state priorities and applicable metrics not addressed within the other goals in the LCAP. The
state priorities and metrics to be addressed in this section are those for which the LEA, in consultation with stakeholders, has determined to
maintain actions and monitor progress while focusing implementation efforts on the actions covered by other goals in the LCAP.
Explanation of why the LEA has developed this goal: Explain how the actions will sustain the progress exemplified by the related metrics.
Measuring and Reporting Results:
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) that the LEA will use to track progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs are encouraged to
identify metrics for specific student groups, as appropriate, including expected outcomes that would reflect narrowing of any existing
performance gaps.
Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year
of the three-year plan. LEAs may use data as reported on the 2019 Dashboard for the baseline of a metric only if that data represents the
most recent available (e.g. high school graduation rate).
Using the most recent data available may involve reviewing data the LEA is preparing for submission to the California Longitudinal Pupil
Achievement Data System (CALPADS) or data that the LEA has recently submitted to CALPADS. Because final 2020–2021 outcomes on
some metrics may not be computable at the time the 2021–24 LCAP is adopted (e.g. graduation rate, suspension rate), the most recent data
available may include a point in time calculation taken each year on the same date for comparability purposes.
The baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP.
Complete the table as follows:
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● Metric: Indicate how progress is being measured using a metric.
● Baseline: Enter the baseline when completing the LCAP for 2021–22. As described above, the baseline is the most recent data
associated with a metric. Indicate the school year to which the data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 1 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2022–23, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 2 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2023–24, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above.
● Year 3 Outcome: When completing the LCAP for 2024–25, enter the most recent data available. Indicate the school year to which the
data applies, consistent with the instructions above. The 2024–25 LCAP will be the first year in the next three-year cycle. Completing
this column will be part of the Annual Update for that year.
● Desired Outcome for 2023-24: When completing the first year of the LCAP, enter the desired outcome for the relevant metric the LEA
expects to achieve by the end of the 2023–24 LCAP year.
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Timeline for completing the “Measuring and Reporting Results” part of the Goal.

Metric

Baseline

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2021–
22.

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2021–
22.

Year 1 Outcome

Year 2 Outcome

Year 3 Outcome

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2022–
23. Leave blank

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2023–
24. Leave blank

Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2024–
25. Leave blank

until then.

until then.

until then.

Desired Outcome
for Year 3
(2023-24)
Enter information
in this box when
completing the
LCAP for 2021–
22.

The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative; but at minimum, an LEA’s LCAP must include goals that are measured using all of the
applicable metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of LEA. To the extent a state priority does not
specify one or more metrics (e.g., implementation of state academic content and performance standards), the LEA must identify a metric to
use within the LCAP. For these state priorities, LEAs are encouraged to use metrics based on or reported through the relevant self-reflection
tool for local indicators within the Dashboard.
Actions: Enter the action number. Provide a short title for the action. This title will also appear in the expenditure tables. Provide a description
of the action. Enter the total amount of expenditures associated with this action. Budgeted expenditures from specific fund sources will be
provided in the summary expenditure tables. Indicate whether the action contributes to meeting the increase or improved services requirement
as described in the Increased or Improved Services section using a “Y” for Yes or an “N” for No. (Note: for each such action offered on an
LEA-wide or schoolwide basis, the LEA will need to provide additional information in the Increased or Improved Summary Section to address
the requirements in California Code of Regulations, Title 5 [5 CCR] Section 15496(b) in the Increased or Improved Services Section of the
LCAP).
Actions for English Learners: School districts, COEs, and charter schools that have a numerically significant English learner student
subgroup must include specific actions in the LCAP related to, at a minimum, the language acquisition programs, as defined in EC
Section 306, provided to students and professional development activities specific to English learners.
Actions for Foster Youth: School districts, COEs, and charter schools that have a numerically significant Foster Youth student
subgroup are encouraged to include specific actions in the LCAP designed to meet needs specific to Foster Youth students.
Goal Analysis:
Enter the LCAP Year
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Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the Dashboard, analyze whether the planned actions were effective in
achieving the goal. Respond to the prompts as instructed.
● Describe the overall implementation of the actions to achieve the articulated goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and
successes experienced with the implementation process. This must include any instance where the LEA did not implement a planned
action or implemented a planned action in a manner that differs substantively from how it was described in the adopted LCAP.
● Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures do
not need to be addressed, and a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not required.
● Describe the effectiveness of the specific actions to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA. In some cases, not all
actions in a goal will be intended to improve performance on all of the metrics associated with the goal. When responding to this
prompt, LEAs may assess the effectiveness of a single action or group of actions within the goal in the context of performance on a
single metric or group of specific metrics within the goal that are applicable to the action(s). Grouping actions with metrics will allow for
more robust analysis of whether the strategy the LEA is using to impact a specified set of metrics is working and increase transparency
for stakeholders. LEAs are encouraged to use such an approach when goals include multiple actions and metrics that are not closely
associated.
● Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the data provided in the Dashboard or other local data, as applicable.

Increased or Improved Services for Foster Youth, English Learners, and LowIncome Students
Purpose
A well-written Increased or Improved Services section provides stakeholders with a comprehensive description, within a single dedicated
section, of how an LEA plans to increase or improved services for its unduplicated students as compared to all students and how LEA-wide or
schoolwide actions identified for this purpose meet regulatory requirements. Descriptions provided should include sufficient detail yet be
sufficiently succinct to promote a broader understanding of stakeholders to facilitate their ability to provide input. An LEA’s description in this
section must align with the actions included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing.

Requirements and Instructions
This section must be completed for each LCAP year.
When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, copy the “Increased or Improved Services” section and enter the appropriate LCAP year.
Using the copy of the section, complete the section as required for the relevant LCAP year. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three
years within the LCAP.
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Percentage to Increase or Improve Services: Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Increased Apportionment based on the enrollment of Foster Youth, English Learners, and Low-Income Students: Specify the estimate
of the amount of funds apportioned on the basis of the number and concentration of unduplicated pupils for the LCAP year.
Required Descriptions:
For each action being provided to an entire school, or across the entire school district or county office of education (COE), an
explanation of (1) how the needs of foster youth, English learners, and low-income students were considered first, and (2) how
these actions are effective in meeting the goals for these students.
For each action included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing to the increased or improved services requirement for unduplicated
pupils and provided on an LEA-wide or schoolwide basis, the LEA must include an explanation consistent with 5 CCR Section 15496(b). For
any such actions continued into the 2021–24 LCAP from the 2017–2020 LCAP, the LEA must determine whether or not the action was
effective as expected, and this determination must reflect evidence of outcome data or actual implementation to date.
Principally Directed and Effective: An LEA demonstrates how an action is principally directed towards and effective in meeting the LEA’s
goals for unduplicated students when the LEA explains how:
● It considers the needs, conditions, or circumstances of its unduplicated pupils;
● The action, or aspect(s) of the action (including, for example, its design, content, methods, or location), is based on these
considerations; and
● The action is intended to help achieve an expected measurable outcome of the associated goal.
As such, the response provided in this section may rely on a needs assessment of unduplicated students.
Conclusory statements that a service will help achieve an expected outcome for the goal, without an explicit connection or further explanation
as to how, are not sufficient. Further, simply stating that an LEA has a high enrollment percentage of a specific student group or groups does
not meet the increase or improve services standard because enrolling students is not the same as serving students.
For example, if an LEA determines that low-income students have a significantly lower attendance rate than the attendance rate for all
students, it might justify LEA-wide or schoolwide actions to address this area of need in the following way:
After assessing the needs, conditions, and circumstances of our low-income students, we learned that the attendance rate of our lowincome students is 7% lower than the attendance rate for all students. (Needs, Conditions, Circumstances [Principally Directed])
In order to address this condition of our low-income students, we will develop and implement a new attendance program that is
designed to address some of the major causes of absenteeism, including lack of reliable transportation and food, as well as a school
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climate that does not emphasize the importance of attendance. Goal N, Actions X, Y, and Z provide additional transportation and
nutritional resources as well as a districtwide educational campaign on the benefits of high attendance rates. (Contributing Action(s))
These actions are being provided on an LEA-wide basis and we expect/hope that all students with less than a 100% attendance rate
will benefit. However, because of the significantly lower attendance rate of low-income students, and because the actions meet needs
most associated with the chronic stresses and experiences of a socio-economically disadvantaged status, we expect that the
attendance rate for our low-income students will increase significantly more than the average attendance rate of all other students.
(Measurable Outcomes [Effective In])
COEs and Charter Schools: Describe how actions included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services requirement on an
LEA-wide basis are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities as
described above. In the case of COEs and charter schools, schoolwide and LEA-wide are considered to be synonymous.

For School Districts Only:
Actions Provided on an LEA-Wide Basis:
Unduplicated Percentage > 55%: For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, describe how these actions are
principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities as described above.
Unduplicated Percentage < 55%: For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%, describe how these actions
are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the
actions are the most effective use of the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this determination,
including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience, or educational theory.
Actions Provided on a Schoolwide Basis:
School Districts must identify in the description those actions being funded and provided on a schoolwide basis, and include the required
description supporting the use of the funds on a schoolwide basis.
For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these actions are principally directed to and effective in
meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.
For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40% enrollment of unduplicated pupils:
Describe how these actions are principally directed to and how the actions are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for foster
youth, English learners, and low-income students in the state and any local priorities.
“A description of how services for foster youth, English learners, and low-income students are being increased or improved by the
percentage required.”
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Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved
by at least the percentage calculated as compared to the services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to
grow services in quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. Services are increased or improved by those actions in
the LCAP that are included in the Goals and Actions section as contributing to the increased or improved services requirement. This
description must address how these action(s) are expected to result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for
unduplicated pupils as compared to the services the LEA provides to all students for the relevant LCAP year.

Expenditure Tables
Complete the Data Entry table for each action in the LCAP. The information entered into this table will automatically populate the other
Expenditure Tables. All information is entered into the Data Entry table. Do not enter data into the other tables.
The following expenditure tables are required to be included in the LCAP as adopted by the local governing board or governing body:
•

Table 1: Actions

•

Table 2: Total Expenditures

•

Table 3: Contributing Expenditures

•

Table 4: Annual Update Expenditures

The Data Entry table may be included in the LCAP as adopted by the local governing board or governing body, but is not required to be
included.
In the Data Entry table, provide the following information for each action in the LCAP for the relevant LCAP year:
•

Goal #: Enter the LCAP Goal number for the action.

•

Action #: Enter the action’s number as indicated in the LCAP Goal.

•

Action Title: Provide a title of the action.

•

Student Group(s): Indicate the student group or groups who will be the primary beneficiary of the action by entering “All”, or by
entering a specific student group or groups.

•

Increased / Improved: Type “Yes” if the action is included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services; OR, type
“No” if the action is not included as contributing to meeting the increased or improved services.

•

If “Yes” is entered into the Contributing column, then complete the following columns:
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o Scope: The scope of an action may be LEA-wide (i.e. districtwide, countywide, or charterwide), schoolwide, or limited. An action
that is LEA-wide in scope upgrades the entire educational program of the LEA. An action that is schoolwide in scope upgrades
the entire educational program of a single school. An action that is limited in its scope is an action that serves only one or more
unduplicated student groups.
o Unduplicated Student Group(s): Regardless of scope, contributing actions serve one or more unduplicated student groups.
Indicate one or more unduplicated student groups for whom services are being increased or improved as compared to what all
students receive.
o Location: Identify the location where the action will be provided. If the action is provided to all schools within the LEA, the LEA
must indicate “All Schools”. If the action is provided to specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must
enter “Specific Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or grade spans (e.g., all
high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
•

Time Span: Enter “ongoing” if the action will be implemented for an indeterminate period of time. Otherwise, indicate the span of time
for which the action will be implemented. For example, an LEA might enter “1 Year”, or “2 Years”, or “6 Months”.

•

Personnel Expense: This column will be automatically calculated based on information provided in the following columns:
o Total Personnel: Enter the total amount of personnel expenditures utilized to implement this action.
o Total Non-Personnel: This amount will be automatically calculated.

•

LCFF Funds: Enter the total amount of LCFF funds utilized to implement this action, if any. LCFF funds include all funds that make up
an LEA’s total LCFF target (i.e. base grant, grade span adjustment, supplemental grant, concentration grant, Targeted Instructional
Improvement Block Grant, and Home-To-School Transportation).

•

Other State Funds: Enter the total amount of Other State Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.

•

Local Funds: Enter the total amount of Local Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.

•

Federal Funds: Enter the total amount of Federal Funds utilized to implement this action, if any.

•

Total Funds: This amount is automatically calculated based on amounts entered in the previous four columns.
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